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The definitions for the term take up seven inches of column length in Webster's Unabridged Third New International 
Dictionary, which for one word is significant. Space is pretty significant in higher education too! And the variety of definitions for 
this one term is also analogous to the varying ways in which we have come to define the spaces in which we learn and explore 
and engage with others. 
A critical aspect of education is that of building relationships-between learners and knowledge, between teachers and students, 
between institutions and communities to identify a few. Those relationships are formed in a variety of spaces that constitute the 
formal and informal environments in which we teach and learn, discover and share. 
The traditional classroom and laboratory spaces that provide the environments for our primary work are housed within the "bricks 
and mortar" buildings that are familiar campus landmarks. A walk across campus would quickly show how those spaces have 
changed and continue to change. Buzzard Halt Blair Hall, and Booth Library have undergone major renovations in very recent 
years. The current Fine Arts project that is underway will dramatically alter the campus landscape. Facilities must continually be 
upgraded and often expanded to meet the University's educational mission. 
Facility renovations are sometimes not apparent until one steps inside a building to see the interior spaces. And like the popular 
television show, "Trading Spaces;' the resulting changes are often dramatic. An example within the College this past year was 
the dedication of the new Securities Analysis Center in Lumpkin Hall, an important enhancement for the Finance program in the 
School of Business. Administrative office space was "traded" for much needed instructional space. The new facility, complete with 
stock ticker and other technology upgrades, looks nice but more importantly provides a hands-on learning environment similar 
to what graduates will find in future job settings. 
A goal of all programs in the College is to foster relationship-driven education within a theory-to-practice model of instruction. 
Providing spaces that optimize faculty-student and student-student interactions and practical applications of learning is a 
constant challenge, especially when appropriated funding falls short of identified needs. Deferred maintenance remains one of 
the University's most serious concerns. Yet despite those concerns, the new Securities Analysis Center is also an example of the 
successes that occur when relationships with external alumni, friends and other stakeholders are strong. The renovation of this 
space was made possible by contributions of the Business Advisory Board, and other alumni and friends of the program. 
Other space renovations in the College this past year have included laboratories in the School of Family and Consumer Sciences 
and the School of Technology. All classrooms in the College have also been upgraded w ith critical instructional technology 
including computers with wireless connectivity. 
One of Webster's definitions for"space" is "a three-dimensional entity that extends without bounds in all directions and is the field 
of physical objects and events and their order and relationships:· Increasingly our instructional spaces are truly without bounds. 
The use of wireless PDAs provides order to learning and facilitates the application of knowledge in classrooms without walls. 
Online course offerings reach students throughout the state and nation- one instructor in the School of Technology lives in 
San Francisco! Internships take students far from campus, and cadets in the Military Sciences/ROTC program gain required camp 
experiences in Missouri and Washington. Study abroad programs provide classroom "space" in The Netherlands and Italy, with a 
new program to debut in South Africa this fall. 
A visit to campus for Homecoming, a meeting, or whatever occasion, is always an opportunity to renew past relationships and 
visit special places. While many of those spaces remain familiar, what is occurring within them is always changing and improving 
toward providing our students the best possible preparation for their careers of choice. 
The space on the following pages is filled with stories of the accomplishments of our faculty, staff and students over the past year. 
Come take a look and enjoy your visit. And whenever you can make a personal visit, in person or even via cyberspace, know that 
you are always welcome. 
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Established in 1973, the Distinguished Alumnus Award is the most prestigious award which is bestowed by the EIU Alumni 
Association. It is presented to individuals who have distinguished themselves in either academic or literary fields, business, public 
service and/or service to the University and who, through their accomplishments and service, have brought prestige to their alma 
mater. Three graduates of the Lumpkin College of Business & Applied Sciences were 2005 award recipients. Dr. Barbara Hill, a 1958 
graduate with a bachelor's degree in home economics, had a long and distinguished career in educat ion. After teaching in public 
school, she joined the faculty at EIU and rose through the ranks to serve as a Dean and as Provost and Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. Active in the community, she served on the EIU Foundation Board of Directors, the Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Foundation 
board, and the Planning and Oversight Committee of the Supreme Court of Illinois. The University family mourned her untimely 
death in July, 2005. 
Craig Tit ley, Class of '89, had degrees in both English and management. He has enjoyed success in the film industry as a screenwriter, 
with screenplay credits that include Scooby Doo and Cheaper by the Dozen. He was the 1994 recipient of the Alumni Association's 
Outstanding Young Alumnus Award, and is the first alumnus to be recognized with both that and the Distinguished Alumnus Award. 
Upon graduating from EIU in 1969 with a degree in management, William Weir received a commission as a second lieutenant in the 
Marine Corps. Now, after more than 30 years in military service, he holds the rank of brigadier general, and is the deputy commanding 
general of the 15,000-person 35th Infantry Division of the US Army National Guard. Receiving a law degree in 1977, he has also had 
a successful career in law and was named judge of the 16th judicial circuit in Kane County, Illinois in 2003. 
At the annual meeting of the Eastern Illinois University Foundation, 2005 Burnham and Nancy Neal Philanthropy Awards were 
presented to a special friend and organization of the College. Judy Ethell, Executive Vice President of Finance/Chief Accounting Officer 
at BearingPoint in Mclean, Virginia, was named Outstanding Volunteer for 2005, recognizing her efforts to generate private sector 
support. A 1982 accounting alumna, Judy served on the School of Business Accountancy Advisory Board and provided leadership 
in the board's successful campaign to establish a $200,000 endowment fund. She was a 2002 recipient of the Alumni Association's 
Alumni Service Award. The EIU Student Chapter of the American Marketing Association received the Outstanding Philanthropic 
Organization award which recognizes the campus group that offers the greatest effort to promote the ideals of volunteerism and 
philanthropy. The student chapter has been the recipient of many awards from the national association, including two International 
Collegiate Chapter of the Year Awards and four Outstanding Regional Chapter Awards within the last eight years. These awards have 
recognized the chapter's commitment to and success with active programs of volunteer and philanthropic initiatives. 
At the University's 2006 Spring Commencement ceremony, a School of Business alumnus, Jeffrey G. Scott, Class of '68, received 
an Honorary Doctor of Public Service from his alma mater, its highest honor. Scott recent ly retired as regional vice president of 
Sagemark Consulting, formerly CIGNA Financial Advisors, after more than three decades in the financial services industry. Under 
Scott's guidance, the firm was a 15-time winner of the General Agents and Managers Association Master Agency Award. He is listed 
in "Who's Who in Finance and Industry;• and is a contributing author for "21st Century Wealth;' a book about financial planning by 
some of the nation's leading financial-planning professionals. He is a past recipient of the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied 
Sciences Distinguished Business Alumnus Award and the EIU Distinguished Alumni Award, and current ly serves as a member of 
the EIU Foundation Board of Directors. He has been a long time supporter of EIU and remains active with several professional, 
philanthropic and humanitarian associations. 
The second honorary degree recipient at Spring Commencement was Charles Jacobs Younger, Class of '54. Mr. Younger had a long 
and successful career in the cable television industry, pioneering the cable services enjoyed by millions today. He has held leadership 
roles in many television, arts and community-service organizations, is a past recipient of the EIU Foundation's Burnham & Nancy Neal 
Philanthropy Award for Outstanding Private Foundation. An avid supporter of EIU through service and financial generosity, Charles 
and his wife, Mariann, have established the Charles Jacobs and Mariann Dana Younger Scholarship to recognized students active in 
student organizations, student government, business and other activities. 
For the sixth year in a row, Eastern Illinois University was named one of the top Midwestern public universities in its class by U.S. 
News & World Report. The ranking appeared in the magazine's annual guide to"America's Best Colleges:' EIU was ranked eighth 
among all Midwestern public universities offering a full range of undergraduate degrees and some master's degree programs, and 
was the only Illinois public university in the top 1 5. In addition, in a comprehensive list of all142 Midwest institutions, both public 
and private, EIU's overall rank rose from 38th to 37th place. University President Louis V. Hencken noted, "While all of us here at EIU 
are already aware of the superior quality of our university, it is always satisfying to find that others recognize our efforts:· 
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While much of the work of the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences occurs on campus, a variety of instructional, 
research and service activities reach well beyond the campus boundaries. As a public institution, EIU has a mandate from the State 
of Illinois to serve the citizens of the State along with preparing graduates to be responsible citizens. 
As a College initiative, the Center for Entrepreneurship and Innovation was opened at the start of the academic year in newly 
renovated space in Lumpkin Hall. The purpose of the Center is to utilize College and University resources to establish a platform 
for outreach, curriculum and research activities focused on entrepreneurial activities and innovation that will enhance regional 
efforts toward economic development and prosperity for east central Illinois. Having a readily identifiable and equipped office 
and meeting location in Lumpkin Hall provides important infrastructure to initiate and support those activities. 
As a part of the Center services, and in its second year, the SCORE chapter expanded its support to area clients. An increased 
number of clients were served, and new resources developed in partnership with the Charleston Area Chamber of Commerce 
to aid those starting a new business. As a linkage with academic programs, Dr. Waldo Born, Faculty Emeritus in the School of 
Business, provided leadership in designing a program in which EIU students will assist SCORE clients with QuickBooks and financial 
projections. 
The Business and Technology Institute (BTl) continued to link College resources to the surrounding business community. 
The Institute provides training for company-specific needs and consulting and expertise in areas such as technology, finance, 
accounting, computer and operations management, marketing, management, and business skills. The Institute reached a six-
year high in the number of participants, with almost 1,100 served by over 60 programs. New program offerings this year included 
"Institute for Nonprofit Excellence," "New Supervisor Boot Camp," "Six Sigma Public Training:' "Geometric Dimensioning," and 
"Eidercare Projections." Grant funding from the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity channeled through 
BTl to support business employee training totaled $80,000. 
Two major grant funded service programs in the College continued to impact the community and region in positive ways. The 
School of Family & Consumer Sciences administers the Peace Meal Senior Nutrit ion Program which provides meals to senior 
citizens in 14lllinois counties. This past year almost 1 50,000 meals were provided in congregate settings to over 4,400 older adults, 
and almost 230,000 home delivered meals served 2,100 persons. Twelve hundred volunteers provided an estimated $250,000 
worth of services. Peace Meal now has an annual program budget of over two million dollars, with funding from state and federal 
sources, participant contributions, local fund-raising and USDA meal reimbursements. Michael Strader, who directed the Peace 
Meal Program since its beginning in 1974, began a well-deserved retirement in the spring. 
Child Care Resource and Referral (CCR&C), also administered through the School of Family & Consumer Sciences, provides 
outreach services to six counties. Funding for the agency now totals over $574,000, and this past year over 500 child care referrals 
to families and over 175 training and educational programs were provided by agency staff. Nine individuals are employed by 
the agency, and graduate assistantship opportunities are also provided. CCR&R offers training opportunities to local child care 
providers, a wide variety of child care resources for check-out. and an informational newsletter. 
An intergenerational Elderhostel program, hosted by the School of Family & Consumer Sciences, attracted grandparents and 
grandchildren from across the nation. Activities focused on Illinois history, and included trips to Lincoln sites in Springfield and 
Coles County and a visit with an Amish family in Tuscola, Illinois. 
School ofTechnology faculty in the Career & Organizational Studies Program have provided leadership development training 
for a Coles County area program focused on emerging community leaders. The purpose of the program is to develop participants' 
potential for civic, social and professional leadership. Faculty have also taught workshops for Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center 
as part of their SBLHC Academy to develop employee leadership and organizational skills. An Institute for Non-Profit Excellence 
program has also been presented by School ofTechnology faculty through the Business and Technology Institute. 
The success of the academic and outreach programs of the College would not be possible without the partnership and support 
of our many friends and alumni. Individuals and corporations that contribute to the College represent a support network located 
around the globe. Donations of time and expertise on advisory boards and to other activities are invaluable to students, faculty 
and staff. In total dollars, over $561,500 were donated in FY06, with major gifts (gifts valued at $1,000 or more) accounting for 74% 
of total giving. Alumni participation was 8.7% compared to the University's overall participation rate of 9%. 
OS BASAr u I R port 
Several new endowments were created this past year to support students in academic programs within the College: 
• Dwight and Bette (Leckrone) Baptist Scholarship was established by EIU alumnus Dwight Baptist at the passing of his wife. 
Mr. Baptist was also the first recipient of a master's degree from EIU in business education. Scholarships to students in business, 
family and consumer sciences, and education will reflect the careers of the Mr. and Mrs. Baptist. 
• The Business and Education Scholarship, funded by anonymous donors, will support students majoring in business or in education. 
• The Caterpillar Homeland Security Fund, made possible through a grant by the Caterpillar Foundation, will provide scholarships 
to students pursuing study related to homeland security. 
The University-wide campaign, "You Are EIU; was completed with great success, having exceeded the goal of $1 0 million with 
the raising of over $11 million in just three years. The College played a key role in the success of this campaign, the purpose of which 
was to build endowment, improve campus infrastructure and increase the annual fund. The above scholarship funds are examples 
by which the endowment was increased. 
Another important type of support provided by friends and alumni is deferred gifts. This year three endowment agreements were 
finalized for the use of the gifts upon maturity. Such endowments are based primarily upon bequests and charitable remainder trusts. 
Charitable gift annuities have benefit for both the donor and the College. It is through a charitable gift annuity that Mrs. Lois Elliott will 
be remembered, along with her husband Dr. Charles "Hoop" Elliott, through scholarships in the School ofTechnology. 
An example of infrastructure enhancement in the College which supported the "You Are EIU" campaign was the completion of 
the Securities Analysis Center in the School of Business. This project was made possible with a combination of University and 
external funding, and provides a theory-to-practice learning environment for students in the finance program. Efforts of the 
Business Advisory Board and individual volunteers resulted in over $118,000 for room renovation and operational expenses. Alumni 
and fraternity brothers Charles W. Witters, Jeffery G. Scott, Tom Gilomen, Bill Dabbs, Gary Hansen, and Doug Hartman generously 
provided funds for a stock ticker board for the facility. Alumnus Carl Mito has hosted meetings with other alumni to generate 
support for the ongoing operation and enhancement of the Center. 
The University's Annual Fund is supported primarily by alumni, although individual and corporate friends are included. As on 
example, Citizen's National Bank provided funding this past year for the Financial Education Center which was developed by Dr. 
linda Simpson in the School of Family and Consumer Sciences as a resource for EIU students. The Center outreach has grown in the 
past two years, and now provides a full-time graduate assistantship and internship opportunity for qualified students. 
These are just a few examples of the partnerships that are possible to 
benefit the educational experiences of students and the professional 
development of faculty and staff. Jacqueline Joines, CFRE, is the Director 
of Development for the College, and can provide information and 
assistance for those wanting to partner with us for the future. She can 
be reached at 217-581-7969, or at 4813 Lumpkin Hall, 600 Lincoln Ave., 
Charleston, IL 61920, or by email at jsjoines@eiu.edu. 
As Mrs. Joines has noted, "With the recent news of Warren Buffet making 
what is perhaps the single largest act of American philanthropy in 
history by donating $37 billion of his fortune to the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation, we want to thank our alumni and friends for the 
gifts they give to Eastern Illinois University. Mr. Buffet's generosity 
is significant, not only because of the size of the gift, but because of 
the philosophy behind the act. For Mr. Buffet, it was about investing 
in society. For you, it is investing in EIU to insure the future of the next 
generation. Your gifts make a difference to EIU-your gifts of time, 
talents and financial resources. Your gifts make everyday occurrences at 
EIU acts of philanthropy. 
Thank you for the difference 
you make in the lives of many. 
We appreciate your generosity." 
Each year we greet new faculty and staff to the College and bid others farewell as they retire or move on to other positions. Joining 
the College as new tenure-track faculty were Melody Wollan, School of Business; Lisa Taylor, School of Family & Consumer 
Sciences; and Karen Drage, Lance Hogan, and Tom McDonald, School of Technology. Hired as annually contracted faculty 
were Suzanne Davis in the School of Business and Kathy Rhodes in the School of Family & Consumer Sciences. Ted Genders 
became the new Lumpkin Hall Computer Lab Manager. Kathy Schmitz joined the School of Business as Director of the Student 
Center for Academic and Professional Development. New support staff members joining the College were Linda Crawford in 
the School of Family & Consumer Sciences, Michelle McQuary in the School ofTechnology. and Yun Sanders and Laura Sutton 
in the School of Business. 
The ROTC cadre in the Department of Military Science welcomed SFC Bret Rogowitz, CPT Christopher Burkhart and 
MAJ Larry Coblentz, Jr. SGT Lance Kent and MSG Charles Schwab, II were reassigned from EIU, and MAJ David John and 
LTC Lorenzo Smith, Ill retired. 
Retiring faculty from the college during the 2005-2006 academic year included Or. Bill Allen and Or. Ed Marlow, School of 
Business, and Dr. Roger Luft, School ofTechnology. Mike Strader retired after more than 25 years as Director of the Peace Meal 
Senior Nutrition Program, administered by the School of Family & Consumer Sciences. Kathy Bennett, Certification Officer in the 
Dean's Office, retired after 32 years at EIU, and Mary Hennig, former School of Business Academic Advisor, began assuming the 
certification position responsibilities. Linda Crawford and Judy Lang retired from support staff positions in the School of Family 
& Consumer Sciences and School of Business, respectively. Or. Harrison Green, School of Business. will not return for AY07, 
and staff who resigned from continuing positions in the College were Angie Dillman, School of Family & Consumer Sciences; 




The year began with the approval of a new strategic plan for the School. 
Faculty unanimously approved the plan which had been developed by the 
Strategic Planning Committee and facilitated by Caterpillar International 
Strategic Planning Group. A new mission, vision, and core values were also 
developed for the School in addition to the identification of critical success 
factors and strategic initiatives. 
To be the business school of choice by educating students who become effective 
and respected leaders in the global environment. 
We educate students to contribute positively to businesses. government, and 
nonprofit organizations in a diverse and dynamic world by: 
• Embracing a culture focused on students, relationship-driven learning, 
critical thinking, and personal discovery. 
• Promoting collaborative learning through interaction among students, 
faculty, business and community partners. 
• Enhancing student learning through applied and pedagogical business 
research and service activities. 
• Excellence 
- We are committed to a student centered, relationship-driven environment that is supported through quality teaching, 
research, and serv1ce. 
- We progress through innovation and creativity, recognizing the necessity of optimism and flexibility of thought and processes. 
• Respect 
- We value each member of our community and treat each other with respect and dignity, fostering a collegial environment. 
- We value the free exchange of ideas. 
• Integrity 
- We are honest, ethical, and professional in the performance of our responsibilities. 
- We are responsible citizens who are accountable for our actions. 
• Community 
- We recognize our community of stakeholders and serve them through open communication, collaboration and cooperation. 
The School received approval for a new Departmental Honors Program, which will provide enriched learning experiences 
for academically talented students. The program also will further the School of Business mission, specifically enhancing student 
learning, promoting collaborative learning between students and faculty, and helping to recruit and retain highly qualified, 
motivated students. 
The newly renovated Securities Analysis Center opened in January with the official dedication in March 2006. The renovation 
was made possible through the leadership of the Business Advisory Board and generous alumni and friends. The state-of-the-art 
facility provides a hands-on learning environment using the same hardware and software used by professionals in the workplace. 
Students in The Applied Securities Analysis class manage a $100,000 portfolio of the EIU University Foundation, and the Student 
Investment Society manages a $10,000 portfolio, created by alumni. 
The Undergraduate Studies Office was officially changed to the Student Center for Academic & Professional Development 
with the appointment of Ms. Kathy Schmitz as Director. The Student Center expanded its role to include an emphasis on career 
development and professionalism. and initiated the Ambassador Group, the Early Advantage Program, and the STAR program. A 
mission statement was created for the first time and a comprehensive framework was developed for student success and life-long 
learning. The framework outlines a plan for providing relationship-driven programs for academic and professional development 
for students beginning freshman year and continuing through senior year and post-graduation. 
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The Computer Information Systems faculty completed a revision to the major in response to changes in the information environment, 
streamlining course offerings, creating new courses in security and scripting, and changing the program name to Management 
Information Systems. The new name reflects the broader business education of students in the major. 
The Management faculty also revised their curriculum during the year. This revision allows students to take a core of basic 
management courses and then select major elective courses in the areas of human resource management, international business, 
general management, or related areas of business to meet their career objectives. Because the study of management lends itself 
to many disciplines, job opportunities are found in profit and not-for-profit, small and large organizations. This revision assists 
students to better focus their efforts in areas of professional interests. 
The Accounting Faculty sponsored the 1st Annual Accounting Challenge, which provided over 200 students from 21 high schools 
and 3 community colleges with information on career opportunities in accounting, the history of the EIU Accounting Program, 
and a tour of the EIU campus. The highlight of the day was a written examination of financial accounting skills. First, second, 
and third place winners in both the high school and community college divisions received a plaque and $500, $300 and $200 
scholarship, respectively, to major in accounting at EIU. Other winners received plaques or certificates of merit. Professor Richard 
Palmer, Director of the Accounting Program at EIU described the competition as "intense but fun" and that feedback indicated that 
it was a good learning experience for the students. 
During the spring semester, the STAR (Success Through Academic Reinforcement) program was piloted in two financial 
accounting sections with the goal of improving student learning outcomes. Instructor referral, supplemental instruction, 
individualized tutoring and progress monitoring are components of this program. Analysis of the pilot program data from 
Spring 2005 was encouraging. The percentage of program participants with grades of "C" or above increased 7% over non-
participants in course sections with the same instructor, students with grades of"D" or "F" decreased 5%, and student retention 
increased by 3%. 
A workshop on job interviewing was held for MBA students during the fall semester, presented by Ms. Kelly Downs, Vice President 
and Director of Human Resources at First Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust. MBA students then participated in mock interviews with the 
Business Advisory Board. The program was successful and was applauded by students and board members alike. Three independent 
studies were conducted with area businesses on projects related to database management, marketing strategy, and new business 
start-up. Benefits from the projects were acknowledged by students, faculty and clients. Doehring Winders & Co.; Gilbert, Metzger & 
Madigan; and Kemper Accounting Group funded graduate assistant positions for MBA students with a concentration in accounting. 
These externally funded positions allowed students to attend classes while applying their accounting knowledge. 
The School continued its highly successful Executives-in-Residence program, which showcases 
business applications and allows students to speak with successful business leaders. The Darryl D. 
Fletcher Minority Executive-in-Residence was Michele Hoskins, founder and owner of Michele 
Foods. Her determination and entrepreneurial spirit, combined with children to support, a 
family secret, and a dream, inspired the creation of Michele Foods so that she could "leave my 
daughters a business instead of just a recipe." She was awarded the 2002 Entrepreneur of the 
Year award by the Woman's Foodservices Forum, the Phenomenal Women Award 2000, and 
Dollars and Sense magazine voted her as one of the Top 100 Professional Women. During the 
two day visit, Ms. Hoskins spoke with students at the Multicultural Expo Dinner, in classes, at a 
MBA Roundtable, and at a public presentation. 
Mr. Stan Hollen, MBA Distinguished Executive-in Residence, is one of the credit union 
movement's most respected and recognized executives. For 33 years, beginning when he was 
elected to a credit union board of directors at age 19, Hollen has crafted a career focused on 
developing innovative products and services to help credit unions serve their members and 
compete in the financial services market. Born in Illinois, he attended Eastern Illinois University, 
where he received his bachelor's and master's in business administration degrees. A member 
of the Credit Union Executives Society Hall of Fame, he most recently assumed the position of 
President and CEO of CO-OP Network in 2005. 
The Grace T. Bair Executive-in-Residence was Joy Schreder, Vice President-Agency in the 
Great Lakes Zone of State Farm Insurance. Joy joined State Farm in 1986 serving as an agent, 
agency manager and agency field executive in North Dakota and Iowa prior to transferring to 
Corporate Headquarters in Bloomington, IL in 2002. She earned the Chartered Life Underwriter 
(CLU) designation in 2000, the Chartered Financial Consultant (ChFC) designation in 2003, and 
the Chartered Advisor of Senior Living (CASL) designation in August 2005. Joy currently serves 
on the Board of Directors for the Heartland Community College Foundation in Normal, ll. 
The Faculty Research Colloquium was established as a means for faculty to share current research, foster inquiries, and promote 
intellectual discussion among faculty and graduate students. It has been a successful addition to the School's programming and in 
its second year included the following presentations: 
• Dr. Crystal Lin -"Equity Capital Flows and Demand for REITs" 
· Or. Dean Elm uti -"Developing Cross Culture Skills for Global Managers" 
• Dr. Bill Wootton - "Hetty Green: America's Richest Woman" 
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Faculty Research Grants are provided to full-time tenured/tenure-track faculty in their first or second contract year at Eastern 
Illinois University or faculty who have published a peer-reviewed journal article during the last three years. Recipients of research 
grants this year were lngyu Chiou, Ayse Costello, Tom Costello, Hank Davis, Dean Elm uti, Norm Garrett, Abdou IIIia, James 
Jordan-Wagner, Bill Joyce, Yunus Kathawala, Karen Ketler, Roann Kopel, Crystal Lin, Nancy Marlow, Bill Minnis, Tom 
Moncada, Rick Palmer, Jeff Snell, Richard Whitaker, John Willems, Melody Wollan, and Bill Wootton. 
Outstanding Teaching Awards, recognizing excellence in teaching, were presented to Professors Tom Costello and Melody 
Wollan. In addition to superior evaluations by students and peers, Dr. Costello assigned an innovative term project in which the 
students performed a consumer analysis for two local businesses (a primary business and a competitor) and based on this analysis, 
made recommendations for improving the marketing strategy of the primary business. In only her first year at EIU, Dr. Wollan 
received superior ratings of her teaching and integrated a number of EIU supported technology approaches into her classes. 
Outstanding Research Awards were presented to Professors Ayse Costello, Tom Costello, and Dean Elm uti. Research awards 
recognize those faculty members who have demonstrated excellence in research evidenced by publications in refereed journals 
between January 1, 2005 and December 31, 2005. The Costellos had an article related to property rights issues accepted for 
publication in California Management Review, a top-tier journal with an acceptance rate of only 4-8%. Dr. Dean Elmuti attained 
five refereed journal publications during the specified time period in addition to a number of proceedings and presentations at 
nat ional and regional academic meetings. 
The Outstanding Service Award recognizes excellence in service to the University, 
College, School, discipline, and/or community, and Professor Roann Kopel was the 
2005 recipient. She has provided service to the University and its International Programs, 
chairing the university search committee to hire a Director of Study Abroad. Among her 
many activities to support the Accounting Program, she worked with the Accountancy 
Advisory Board and with the ICPAS Student Outreach Task Force to increase enrollment 
in accounting. She served as an advisor to Beta Alpha Psi which has earned the Superior 
Chapter designation, the highest award given by the International Board, eight times in 
its eight years of existence. 
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The highest award a faculty member can achieve in the School of Business is the Distinguished Professor Award. The award 
recognizes an individual for a distinguished record of accomplishments in teaching, research, and service to the School. This 
year's recipient was Professor James Jordan-Wagner. Considering the attainment of full professor in 2005, service as academic 
coordinator for the Finance discipline, teaching abroad, faculty advisor for the Student Investment Society which manages 
University Foundation funds, completion of the new Securities Analysis Center, service as Chair of the University Personnel 
Committee, participation in the School of Business strategic planning process, and his recent research success, Dr. Jordan-Wagner 
has exemplified the qualities the Distinguished Professor Award celebrates. 
Several faculty held leadership positions in professional organizations and/or were recognized for their significant professional 
leadership. Those included: 
· Roann Kopel, Illinois CPA Society Outstanding Illinois Educator of the Year and Regional Director of Beta Alpha Psi 
• Dave McGrady, Illinois Financial Planning Association Board of Directors 
• Cheryl Noll, President, Society for Case Research 
• Richard Palmer, Committee of Academic Relations/Institute of Management Accounts 
· Melody Wollan, President, Institute of Behavioral and Applied Management 
Student organizations in the School of Business continue not only to be active on campus but to represent the School with 
excellence at state and national levels. Members of the Association of Information Technology Professionals competed at 
the National Collegiate AITP Conference in Dallas, Texas, with one team placing second in the COBOL competition. The American 
Marketing Association received the EIU Foundation Outstanding Philanthropic Organization Award. In addition, the 
Chapter received the HOutstanding Professional Development" and "Outstanding Communications" awards at the International 
Collegiate AMA Conference. Beta Alpha Psi, the Honorary Fraternity of Financial Information Professionals, once again achieved 
Superior Chapter recognition based on exemplary work during the year. The Society for Human Resource Management 
received the Superior Merit Award Chapter by the National Chapter. Beta Gamma Sigma received the Exemplary Chapter Award 
and nominated Mr. Jack Schultz of Effingham and a past Business Advisory Board member, who received the 2006 Medallion 
for Entrepreneurship. The Entrepreneurship Medallion is awarded to outstanding individuals who combine innovative business 
achievement with service to humanity. 
Mark Dronen received the 2005 School of Business Distinguished Alumnus 
Award. Mr. Dronen is President and CEO of GO! Products of Elmhurst, Illinois, 
a company he founded in 2002 to develop and promote a variety of mobile 
applications built on the two patents he has earned. A 1984 business graduate 
in computer management, Mark was the founder in 1987 and President of DC 
Systems of Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois. Mark successfully grew the technology 
firm into a multi-million dollar company which serviced an international client 
base in a variety of industries including manufacturing, leasing, insurance, 
finance, health care and telecommunications. Prior to the sale of that 
company. he was awarded DuPage Area Association of Business and Industry's 
"Entrepreneur of the Year" award in 1995. 
Last year the 50th Anniversary of graduate education at EIU was celebrated, and a special guest of the event was Dwight 
Baptist, who was the first individual to receive a master's degree from EIU in 1952. Mr. Baptist completed his degree in business 
education. The celebration also initiated an award program to recognize outstanding alumni from what has grown from 1 to 28 
master's/ specialist's degree programs. The 2006 Outstanding Graduate Alumna selected to represent the Lumpkin College of 
Business and Applied Sciences was the School of Business' nominee, Barbara Baurer. A 1976 MBA graduate, Barbara has served 
as Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer for COUNTRY Insurance & Financial Services since September 1999, having 
become the first female vice-president of the company in 1989. Among her many career accomplishments and achievements, 
she was the recipient of the Women of Distinction Award for Business in Mclean County, Illinois in 2004. 
Steven L. Grissom, a '74 graduate in accounting, was recognized as the Beta Gamma Sigma Chapter Honoree at the Spring 
initiation. Since September 1997, Mr. Grissom has served as administrative officer of SKL Investment Group LLC, an investment 
holding company, having previously held several positions with Illinois Consolidated Telephone Company. Active in the 
community, he also serves as Chairman and a Director of Coles Together, a partnership for economic development, and has been 
a past Director and Treasurer of the Eastern Illinois University Foundation. 
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Associate Professor, PhD, 1989, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison 
Instructor, Director of Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation, MBA, 
1979, Northern Illinois University 
Instructor, MBA, 2002, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Professor, PhD, 1994, University of South 
Florida 
Chair, External Relations Committee 
Accreditation review team, MBA program. 
AI Ain University of Science and Technology, 
U.A.E. Ministry of Higher Education 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 1999, New York 
University 
The pricing transmission of the yen-dollar 
exchange rate in London, New York, and 
Tokyo, with J. Jordan-Wagner and H·C. 
Yu, Journal of the Academy of Finance, 
3(2), Fall 2005, 173-187 
The pricing transmission of the yen-dollar 
exchange rate across Tokyo, London, and 
New York, with J. Jordan-Wagner and 
H-C. Yu. The Academy of Finance. 
Chicago, 2005 
How do the currency markets interact? 
Evidence from the yen-dollar exchange 
rates In Tokyo. London, and New York, 
with J. Jordan-Wagner and H-C. Yu, 
Midwest Finance Association, Chicago, 
2006 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2002, University of 
Illinois 
Creating Value in Franchise Systems: Aligning 
the Interests of Franchisors and Franchisees, 
with T. Costel lo, Proceedings of the 2006 
Annual Conference of the Western Academy 
of Management 
School of Business 2006 Outstanding Research 
Award 
School of Business 2006 Research Suppon 
Grant 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2000, University of 
Illinois 
Creating Value in Franchise Systems: Aligning 
the Interests of Franchisors and Franchisees. 
with A. Costello, Proceedings of the 2006 
Annual Conference of the Western Academy 
of Management 
School of Business 2006 Outstanding 
Research Award 
School of Business 2006 Outstanding 
Teaching Award 
School of Business 2006 Research Suppon 
Grant 
Professor, PhD, 1984, University of North 
Carolina/Chapel Hill 
A Technology Cost Allocation Model for 
Investment Justification of Flexible 
Technologies. with R. Palmer, 
International Journal of Flexible 
Manufacturing Systems, 2005 
Impact of Unethical Behavior on 
Corporate Activities and Financial 
Outcomes, with D. Elmutl, 2006 
American Accounttng Association 
Midwest Reg tonal Meeung, March 2006 
Midwest American Accounung Association 
Steering Committee and Region 
Webmaster 
Instructor, JD, 2003, University of Illinois 
Professor, PhD, 1985, University of North 
Texas 
School of Business 2006 Outstanding Research 
Award 
Three published journal articles, Fall 200S: 
Industrial Management on RFID System, 
Management Decision on leadership 
and Education, and Journal of 
Workplace learning on Alliances and 
Universities 
Approved sabbatical application for 
Fall2006 research in the Middle East 
Professor, EdD, 1986, Arizona State University 
PIE Grant recipient, Using Content Syndication 
to Develop Multimedia Learning 
Communities 
Using RSS Technologies to Establish learning 
Communities, E-learning 2006 Conference, 
Savannah, GA, February 2006 
Enhancing Student Participation With RSS 
Technologies, featured speaker for national 
webinar, Instructional Technology Council 
{Washington, DC), May 2006 
Workshop presenter, Student Interaction 
Through RSS: Hands-on with Feeds, Slogs 
and Wikis, Faculty Summer Institute, 
University of lllinots, May 2006 
Forum presenter, Setting Up and Using 
Collaborative Learning Communities 
Using RSS Technologies, Faculty 
Summer Institute, University of Illinois, 
May 2006 
Professor, EdD, 1985, University of Memphis 
Editor, Journal of Applied Research for 
Business Instruction 
Board member, Delta Pi Epsilon Research 
Foundation 
Presenter, Document Design Workshop, 
Illinois Business Education Association 
Conference, Springfield, November 2005 
Presenter, Mission Organization, Business 
and Professional Women's Conference, 
Charleston, Illinois, October 2005 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 1993, Texas Tech 
University 
Instructor, MBA, 1998, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Earned Performance Based Increase 
Mentorship, Illinois Department of 
Transportation for GIS systems 
Fundamentals of SQL Using Oracle: Level3 and 
Level 2; Intermediate Applications of ColdFusion 
Level 2; University of Missouri, St. Louis, MO 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2003, Laval 
University, Canada 
Commitment and Relationism In 828 
E-Commerce: An Empiricallnvestigatton, 
with A. lawson-Body, Journal of E-Business, 
Volume 5,1ssue 1, June 2005, pp.70-89 
The impact of Data Integration on CRM in 
the Electronic Commerce of SMEs, with A. 
Lawson-Body and J. Jemenez, Academy of 
Information and Management Sciences 
Journal (forthcoming) 
Professor, PhD, 1989, University of North 
Texas 
School of Business 2006 Distinguished 
Professor 
The pricing transmission of the yen-dollar 
exchange rate in London. New York. and 
Tokyo, with I. Chiou and H-C. Yu, Journal of 
the Academy of Finance, 3(2), Fall 2005, 
173-187 
How do the currency markets interact? 
Evidence from the yen-dollar exchange 
rates in Tokyo, London, and New York, with 
I. Chiou and H-C. Yu, Midwest Finance 
Association. Chicago, 2006 
The pricing transmission of the yen-dollar 
exchange rate across Tokyo, London, and 
New York, with I. Chiou and H-e. Yu. The 
Academy of Finance, Chicago. 2005 
The new Securities Analysis Center at the 
EIU School of Business, Financial Education 
Association, San Antonio, 2006 
Associate Professor, PhD, 1997, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
EIU Council on Faculty Research Award 
Featured Article, The Role of CEOs In Ethics. 
Private, Social and Environmental Costs, 
American International College Journal of 
Business. Volume XVI, pp. 1-6, Spnng 2006 
January 2006 Best Paper Award, Managing 
Student Drop-Outs, College Teaching and 
Learn1ng Conference, Orlando, Florida, 
January 2006 
Some Thoughts on International Monetary 
Policy, American Society of Business and 
Behavioral Sciences, London School of 
Economics, London, England, August 2005 
Chair, Teaching and Curriculum, Midwest 
AAA Annual Meeting, 2005 
Professor, PhD, 1979, University of Georgia 
Associate Professor, PhD, 1990, University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Academic Coordinator for Management 
Professor, PhD, 1989, Kent State University 
The Need for Training in Information 
Technology: A Survey of Healthcare 
Organizations, w1th J. Willems and M. 
Snn1vasan.lssues in lnformat1on 
Systems. 2005, Vol. 2, pp. 259·265 
Telecommunications Training Needs in 
Hospitals, with J. Willems, Issues In 
Information Systems, 2005, Vol 2. 
pp. 251·258 
Reviewer, Journal of Management 
Development 
Instructor, MBA, 1996, e.stem llllnol5 
University 
Consultant, White & Associates, Market 
Researcher, Greenfield, WI 
Instructor, MBA, 1982, hstern Illinois 
University 
Professor, PhD, 1986, University of North 
Carolina/Chapel Hill 
School of Business 2006 Outstandtng Service 
Award 
Illinois CPA Society Outstandmg Educator 
Award 
International Board of Dtrectors. Beta Alpha 
Psi (Midwest Regional Director) 
Advisor, Beta Alpha Psi (Superior Chapter 
recognition) 
Presented papers at two national 
conferences, Academy for Business 
Disciplines and American Academy of 
Accounting and Finance 
Professor, DBA, 1974 Kent State University 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 1998, Florida 
Atlantic University 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2004, Old Dominion 
University 
Awarded the CFA• (Chartered Financial 
Analyst) credential 
Equity Capital Flows and Demand for REITs, 
Journal of Real Estate Finance and 
Economics, September 2005 
Real Estate Mutual Funds: Style and 
Performance, Eastern Finance Association 
2006 Annual Meetmg, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvanta, April 2006 
Equity Capital Aows and Demand for REITs, 
Financial Management Association 2005 
Annual Meeting, Chicago, Illinois, October 
2005 
Professor, PhD, 1975, University of Illinois 
Professor, DBA, 1986, Mississippi State 
University 
Implementing a Marketing Professionalism 
Course; Where Do We Go From Here?, 
Marketing Management Association 
2005 Educators'Conferenc, Kansas City, MO 
(Proceedings) 
Don't Let the Marketers Scare You: Fear 
Appeals in Advertising, EIU Booth Library, 
Frankenstein: Penetrating the Secrets of 
Nature Program, November 2005. 
President. CEAD Councal Board of Darectors 
Advisor, Sigma Kappa sorority 
Instructor, MBA, 1979, University of Texas.• 
Arlington 
Board of Directors, Illinois Financial Planning 
Association 
Soard of Directors, Mad·lllinoas Big Brothers 
Big Sisters 
Professor, DBA, 1989, louisiana Tech 
University 
Advisor, Beta Alpha Psi and Student 
Accounting Society 
Tax assistance program for international 
students 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2001, St. lou I• 
University 
Does Education Have a Role in Developing 
Leadership Skills?, with D. Elmuti and M. 
Abebe, Management Decision, Vol. 43: 7/8, 
200S 
Considenng Organizational Effectiveness in 
Relationship to Financial Performance 
Measures in the Group Medical Practice 
Environment. with D. Tipton, Business & 
Health Administration Conference, 
Chicago, March, 2006 
The Effect of Culture and Cultural Diversity 
on the Regulation of Entry, with G. Pula, 
RENT XIX Research in Entrepreneurship and 
Small Business, University of Naples 
Federico II, Italy, November 2005 
Leveragmg of Current Faculty and Course 
Content In the Development of an 
Expanded SBE Curriculum Offenng, 
Nataonal Consortium of Entrepreneurship 
Centers Annual Conference, Universaty of 
North Carolina, October 2005 
Coahtaon Against Methamphetamine 
Abuse (CAMA), The Executive Office of 
the President, Recipient, Principal 
Investigator funding, Office of National 
Drug Control Policy and the U.S. 
Department of Justice, Office of Just•ce 
Programs, Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention, wath the Drug-
Free Communities Support Program, 
November 2005 
.. 
Associate Professor, JD, 197S, Illinois 
ln5tltute of Technology, Chicago-Kent 
College of law 
Professor, JD, 1984, Southern Illinois 
University law School 
Professor, PhD, 1989, Brigham Young 
University 
Board of Directors and Governance 
Committee, University of Northern Iowa 
Alumni Association 
Forum speaker, Thomson Learning, 
February 2006 Recipient, LCBAS 
Technology Planning, Implementation. 
and Evaluation Grant, ·using Content 
Syndication to Develop Mulumedia 
Learning Communities," with N. Garren 
Instructor, MBA, 1984, University of South 
Dakota 
Professor, Assodate Chair and Coordinator 
of Graduate Business Studies, PhD, 1990, The 
Ohio State University 
President. Soc1ety for Case Research 
Editorial Rev1ew Board, Society for Case 
Research Proceed.ngs, Society for Case 
Research Annual Advances 
AACSB Maintenance Seminar. Tampa, FL. 
November 200S 
Society for Case Research Annual 
Conference, Chicago, IL, March 2006 
American Council on Education Department 
Chair Workshop, San Diego, CA, February 
2006 
Professor, Lumpkin Distinguished Professor, 
Director of Accounting Program, DBA, 1990, 
Southern Illinois University 
Cost Accounting for Rational FCIM 
Investment Analysis, with H. Davis, 
Manufacturing Technology Management. 
Vol. 16, Issue 3 (2005}, pp. 254-264 
The Association Between Internal Control 
Mechamsms and Decentralization of 
Decision Rights, and Their Impact on 
Performance. Empirical Find1ngs. w1th 
A. Davila, and M. Gupta, AAA National 
Meetmg, San Francisco, CA. August 2005 
Modehng the Modern Acqu1si11on Cycle: 
With Emphasis on the Impact of Purchase 
Card and £-Procurement TechnologieS on 
low-Value Purchases, w1th M. Gupta, and C. 
Sprenger, winner of Best Paper Award, 7th 
Annual AIS Educator Association, 
Breckenridge, CO, June 2005 
Coordinator, 1st Annual EIU Accounting 
Challenge, for 240 High School and 
Community College students 
Instructor, MBA, 1986, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Instructor, MBA, 1993, Loyola University 
Associate Professor, Business 
Undergraduate Coordinator, JD, 1978, 
University of lltlnOI$ 
Making Sense of Respondeat Supenor. An 
Integrated Approach for Both Negligent and 
Intentional Conduct, with M. Roszkowski, 
14 Southern California Review of law and 
Women's Studies 235, Spring 2006 
Faculty Development In International Business 
Seminar, Moore School of Business, University 
of South Carolina, June 2005 
Coordinated development of a new Business 
Honors Program for Fall 2006 
implementation 
Assistant Professor, DBA, 2000, Louisiana 
Tech University 
Professor and Chair, PhD, 1989, University of 
North Texas 
Secretary, Council of Chairs 
Council on University Planning and 
Budgeting 
University Marketing Committee 
Editorial Review Board, Marketing Education 
Review 
Associate Professor, PhD, 1995, University of 
Houston 
Associate Professor, PhD, 1994, Indiana 
University 
Telecommunications Training Need in 
Hospitals, with K. Ketler, Issues 1n 
Information Systems, Vol. Vl, 251 257. 
2005 
Training Issues in Information Technology· 
A Comparison of Small Businesses and 
Hospitals, with K. Ketler and M. Snnivasan, 
Issues in Information Systems, Vol. VI, 
2S9-265, 2005 
Chair, EJU University Personnel Committee 
Instructor, MBA, 1982, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2002, University 
of Nebraska 
President, Institute of Behavioral and 
Applied Management 
School of Business 2006 Outstanding 
Teaching Award 
Co-adviser, Society for Human 
Resource Management EIU Student 
Chapter 
The sources of self-efficacy 10 the 
organizational envnonment. 
with R. Muretta, Jr~ Proceedings and 
paper presented, Institute of 
Behavioral and Applied Management 
Conference, Scottsdale, AZ. October 
2005, in W. Harman (Ed.}, 
Proceedings of the Institute of 
Behavioral and Applied Management, 
13, 143-152. 
The Impact of cowori<er transitions: How 
exiting employees influence others. 
In M. L Wollan (Chair), Organizations in 
mot1on: Impact of labor force 
transitions. Proceedings [Abstract] and 
symposium presented, Institute of 
Behavioral and Applied Management 
Conference, Scottsdale, AZ. October 2005, 
In W. Harman (Ed.), Proceedings of the 
Institute of Behavioral and Applied 
Management, 13,34-37. 
Professor, DBA, 1982, Mississippi State 
University 
Advisor, Student Accounting Society 
Coordinator, International Students'Tax 
Assistance Program 
9th Financial Reporting & Business 
Communication Conference, Cardiff, 
Wales. 
9th World Congress of Accounting 
Educators, Bordeaux. France 
School of Business Research Support Grant 
Instructor, MBA. 1987, Eastern Illinois 
University 
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The past year was highlighted by several School activities and initiatives. 
Following a million dollar valued gift of apparel design software to the School. 
the Textiles Laboratory has been renovated into the Digital Color Science 
Laboratory 2- Textile Design. Professor Jean Dilworth has provided 
the leadership in securing support from Hart Schaffner & Marx, Mimaki 
Corporation and Lectra, USA that allowed for expansion of the lab and for 
efforts to update the curriculum in the Merchandising Concentration. Along 
with course revisions, Ms. Dilworth is working collaboratively with Dr. Phil Age, 
School of Technology, to develop an interdisciplinary minor in Print and Textile 
Design Technologies. 
The Dietetics Program area faculty carefully 
reviewed current curricula with an eye toward 
the upcoming American Dietetic Association 
reaccreditation self-study and site v1sit. 
Several courses were revised and prerequisites 
examined in light of current discipline 
emphases. The Family Services Program area 
also examined course prerequisites in response 
to increasing off-campus, non-traditional 
student enrollments in order to better prepare 
all students for advanced FCS courses. 
Visiting faculty members from the Apicius Culinary Institute of Florence, Italy once again traveled to Illinois to offer two 
specialized courses through the School. Dr. Cecelia Ricci taught a course on Mediterranean cuisine that consisted of a lecture 
and discussion period followed by the preparation of various full-course meals in the Foods Laboratory. Dr. Diletta Frescobaldi, a 
descendent of a famous Italian winemaking family, taught wine and food pairing. The School continues to prioritize the offering 
of international study experiences, at home and abroad, to FCS majors as well as to the broader campus and local communities. 
A one-day spring conference was sponsored by the MA in Gerontology Program and the 
School coordinated by Dr. Mlkki Meadows and Dr. Jeanne Snyder. Dr. Linda Simpson 
served as the key note speaker with a presentation entitled "Financial Planning Throughout 
the Life Cycle." Various FCS faculty members played an active role in the program. with Dr. 
Mary Lou Hubbard, Dr. Frances Murphy, Dr. Jim Painter, Ms. Katie Shaw and Ms. 
Jill Bowers all presenting their research at the conference. In addition, FCS students from 
every FCS program area participated in a poster session to share their research projects with 
attendees. 
Dr. Jim Painter worked with EIU's Center for Academic Technology (CATS) to produce an 
instructional video entitled "Portion Size Me," which focused on eating fast-food with an 
eye toward proper portion choices. This followed the nationally televised HSupersize Me" 
documentary and provided guideline for healthy eating at fast food establishments. The DVD 
received world-wide attention and is currently sold as an instructional aid through NCES, a 
company that provides health and nutrition educational materials. 
Ducky's Bridal and Formal Wear, Urbana, IL provided four bridal gowns for merchandising students to re-design. The items had 
been in the store for many years and were considered outdated. The students in FCS 4238, Principles of Patterning, redesigned 
the gowns and solicited evaluation feedback about the changes made at a public showing of the redesigned gowns. The gowns 
were then returned to Ducky's Bridal, and profits from any sales will be split with FCS. Professor Jean Dilworth organized this 
learning project. 
Dr. Pat McCallister spent the Fall semester teaching and conducting research on native Indian culture while on sabbatical in 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
Professor Jean Dilworth was an International Textile and Apparel Association Design Competition Faculty finalist in November 
2005, and also sponsored the first EIU student design finalist for the competition. 
FCS was well represented across the university, with faculty members taking home a 
variety of awards throughout the academic year. Dr. Pat McCallister was awarded 
the University's Luis Clay Mendez Distinguished Service Award, while Dr. Mlkkl 
Meadows was selected to receive the Dean's Award for Service from the School of 
Continuing Education. Recipients for the University Achievement and Contribution 
Awards included Dr. Karla Kennedy-Hagan and Dr. Linda Simpson with awards 
for Teaching, Dr. Kathleen O'Rourke for Service, and Dr. Jeanne Snyder in the 
Balanced category. 
Dr. Kathleen O'Rourke was heavily involved in the Colleges Against Cancer- Relay 
for Life Planning Committee, Cancer Education Committee, and Cancer Survivorship 
Committee. She inspired FCS students to make a difference as well, with student 
groups from FCS bringing In the most donations for the project across campus. 
The Student Association of Family and Consumer Sciences (SAFCS) is the student member section of the Illinois Association 
of Family and Consumer Sciences. Eastern Illinois University has the largest active SAFCS Chapter in the state and nation with over 
130 current members. The purpose of SAFCS is to develop interest, knowledge and skills in Family and Consumer Science careers 
and related occupations; to provide opportunities in leadership, responsibility, and decision-making; to affiliate and improve 
local, state and national relations; and to strengthen and become involved with the basic unit of society through individual and 
group activities. In 2005-2006, SAFCS members have been involved in a number of activities, which include campus student 
organizational relations, recruitment events, volunteering, community service, conferences and fundraising. Six members were 
awarded HUGS Scholarships which paid their membership dues for one year; this funding was sponsored by IAFCS. Jill Bowers 
was the graduate coordinator, and Dr. Linda Simpson was the faculty advisor of the organization. 
The Kappa Alpha Theta chapter of Kappa Omicron Nu is the honor society for Family and Consumer Sciences undergraduate 
and graduate students, recognizing those with academic excellence and leadership skills. Dr. Jim Slavik and Dr. Kathleen 
O'Rourke serve as faculty advisors for the organization. For the spring semester Kappa Omicron Nu initiated 40 new members. 
The EIU chapter again received the Chapter of Excellence Award In 2005. The president for 2005-2006, Susie Kretch and Co-
Advisor Dr. Kathleen O'Rourke had the opportunity to attend the Conclave Leadership and Undergraduate Research conference in 
Chicago, Illinois. From the Information learned at the Conclave Conference. the chapter was able to organize activities to promote 
the theme of"Ethics': The chapter also raised over $4,000 to help fight cancer and won first place for raising the most donations. 
The Club Managers Association of America (CMAA) involves students who are 
declared Family and Consumer Sciences majors with a concentration in hospitality. 
The purpose of CMAA at EIU is to enhance and foster the ability of club managers and 
promote interest and leadership opportunities for students and future professionals 
in the hospitality industry. The EIU Student Chapter of CMAA is an affiliate of the lllini 
Club Chapter of CMAA and the National Club Managers Association. Faculty advisors 
for this organization are Dr. Rick Wilkinson and Ms. Lisa Brooks. In Fall 2005, 
CMAA members were involved in a variety of activities which included fundraising, 
event planning, and conferences. CMAA hosted the 4th Annual Etiquette Dinner 
sponsored by the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences; this event had 
over 100 attendees and included speakers such as President Lou Hencken, Dean 
Diane Hoadley, Dr. Mary Lou Hubbard, and Ms. Usa Brooks. 
The Organization for Peer Education on Nutrition (OPEN) was developed in the Fall 
of 2005 to increase awareness of healthy eating behaviors and positive body image on 
the EIU campus and to assist students in developing leadership and communication 
skills by become peer educators. Any student regularly enrolled in Eastern Illinois 
University may become a member of OPEN with voting and office-holding privileges. 
Each member of OPEN earned certification as a peer educator this past year. Dr. 
Karla Kennedy-Hagan serves as the faculty advisor for this organization. Members 
participated in a variety of campus events during the year in addition to providing 
nutrition and health information to area businesses and communities. OPEN won first 
place for their participation in Relay for Life. 
The International Textile and Apparel Association (ITAA) is a professional, 
educational association composed of scholars, educators, and students in the textile, 
apparel, and merchandising disciplines in higher education. Organized Fall 2005, the 
EIU chapter has 15 student members; Professor Jean Dilworth is the faculty advisor. 
The chapter meets with the Technology Association of Graphic Arts (TAGA). Members 
attended the Specialty Image and Graphic Association Trade Show in Phoenix, Arizona, 
and participated in the Design Story Board Competitions for the American Association 
of Textile Chemists and Colonists. Three members completed garment designs for 
the ITAA national competition, and one student was a finalist for this competition. 
ITAA student members also served as judges and participated in the state apparel 
competition sponsored by Family, Career, and Community Leaders of America. 
- -- - --- ----
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Instructor, MS, 1997, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Associate Dean, Professor, PhD, 1979, 
Florida State University 
Cha1r, EIU Honors Council 
EIU Environmental Health and Safety 
Committee 
Recipient, Centennial laureate Award, 
College of Human Sciences Centennial 
Celebration, Florida State University, 
October 2005 
Assodate Professor, Didactic Program In 
Dietetics Coordinator, Dietetics Program 
Area Coordinator, PhD, 1999, University 
of Illinois/Urbana 
Achievement and Contribution Award 1n 
Service 
Chair, EIU Comm1ttee for the Assessment 
of Student learning 
Chair, EIU Council on Graduate Studies 
Recip1ent, Summer Research Assistantship 
Instructor's Manual for Commumty 
Nutrition 1n Action, 4e, Wadsworth 
Thompson Publishing 
Associate Professor, PhD, 1986, 
Pennsylvania State University 
Development Panel member and Work 
Group participant, Nat ional Standards 
for Teachers of Family and Consumer 
Sciences 
Chair, illinois Family and Consumer 
Sciences Teacher Educators Council 
Vice chair and Student Grievance 
Comm1ttee, EIU Council on Teacher 
Education 
AcademiC Technology Advisory 
Committee 
Umt Assessment Committee, EIU 
College of Education and Professional 
Studies 
Professor, Consumer Affairs/ 
Merchandising, FCS in Business 
Program Coordinator, MFA, 1985, 
Western Illinois University 
Nat1onal SGIA Garment Decorators 
Steering Comm1ttee, National DPI 
Textile Committee, Specialty Graphic 
Imaging Association/Digital Printing 
& Imagine Association Congress of 
Committees 
Co-Advisor, Technical Association of 
the Graphic Arts 
Co-Developed Print and Textile Design 
Technolog1es Interdisciplinary Minor, 
effective 2006 
Faculty finalist, International Textile and 
Apparel Association Design 
Competition, November 2005 
Sponsor, first EIU student design finalist 
for Chicago Fashion Group 
International and first EIU student 
design finalist, International Textile 
and Apparel Association Design 
Competition, November, 2005. 
Instructor, MS, 2003, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Certificate ofTraining in Adult Weight 
Management 
Assistant Professor, Dietetic Internship 
Coordinator, PhD, 2004, University of 
Illinois/Urbana 
The relationships of gender, ethmcity, 
past performance. pedagogy, and 
access to a role model/mentor with 
college student attitudes towards 
science, ProQuest. (ISBN Q-496-
94546-7), 2005 
Fit Kids: A Practical Gu1de to Raising 
Active and Healthy Children- From 
Birth to Teens. Journal of Nutrition 
Educat ion and Behavior, 37, 330, 2005 
Moving the Dietetic Internship 
Curricu lum and Manual Online. 
Poster presentation, Illinois Association 
of Family and Consumer Sciences, 
Springfield,ll. October 2005 
Recipient, Winkleblack Fund and Redden 
Fund grants 
Achievement and Contribution Award-
Teachmg 
Instructor, MS, 1990, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Professor, Eiperientiallearnlng 
Coordinator, PhD, 1979, Southern 
Illinois University/Carbondale 
EIU Institutional ReVIew Board 
Indiana State Fair Judge 
WORC Partnership 
Professor, EdD, 1990, University of 
Georgia 
EIU luis Oay Mendez Distinguished 
Award 
EIU Excellence in the Use ofTechnology 
Award 
Fall 200S Research and Teaching 
Sabbatical on Native Indian Culture, 
SantaFe,NM 
Master of Online Teaching Certificate, 
University of Illinois 
Two refereed presentations, Italy and 
Czech Republic 
Assistant Professor, Assistant Chair, 
PhD, 2002, Indiana State University 
Dean's Award for Service EIU School of 
Continuing Education, Spring 2006 
Acting President, Illinois Council on 
Family Relations 
Blinded by the White: Faculty DiverSitY 
in Predominately White Universities. 
Academic Chairperson Conference, 
Orlando, Fl 
Yes! You Can Use Technology in an 
Authentic Manner in an Early 
Childhood Program, National 
Association for the Education of 
Young Children, Washington, DC, 
December 2005 
Professor, MS In Family and 
Consumer Sciences Coordinator, 
PhD, 1989, Texas Women's State 
University 
Associate Professor, PhD, 1999, 
University of TennesseeJKnonllle 
Achievement and Contribution 
Award-Service 
EIU Council on Graduate Studies 
Combating Childhood Obesity: A 
Focus on Families and Child Care 
Providers, American Association of 
Family and Consumer Sciences 
Annual Conference 
Colleges Against Cancer - Relay for 
Life Planning Committee, Cancer 
Education Committee, and Cancer 
Survivorship Committee 
Co·Adv1sor, Kappa Omicron Nu 
Honor Society 
Associate Professor and Chair, PhD, 
1999, University of Illinois/Urbana 
Instructor, MS, 1993, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Instructor, MS, 2004, Eastern Illinois 
University 
Associate Professor, PhD, 1994, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
Achievement and Contribution 
Award- Teaching 
Reviewer, Journal of Research for 
Consumers, Journal of Consumer 
Education 
Vice-chair, EIU Intercollegiate Athleuc 
Board 
Impact ofTechnology on Fam11ies, 
Indiana Association of Family and 
Consumer Sciences 2005 Annual 
Meeting, November 2005. 
Financial Planning Throughout the 
Life Cycle, Keynote Speaker, Family 
and Consumer Sciences/MA in 
Gerontology Conference, Eastern 
Illinois University, March 2006 
Associate Professor, Family Service 
Program Area Coordinator, PhD, 
1980, Florida State University 
Certified Family Life Educator, National 
Council on Family Relations 
Associate Professor, MAIn 
Gerontology Program Coordinator, 
Honors Coordinator, PhD, 1992, 
University of Illinois/Urbana 
Achievement and Contribution 
Award- Balanced 
Provost's Award for Achievement 
in Academic Assessment, 3rd 
place for the MA 10 Gerontology 
Program 
Graduate Education Leadership 
Award for the MA in Gerontology 
Program 
Awarded tenure and promotion to 
Associate Professor 
The influence of Instruction on college 
students' anitudes toward older 
adults. Gerontology and Geriatrics 
Education, 26 (2), 69-79, 2005 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2005, 
Auburn University 
Executive Comminee, Feminism 
and Family Studies Section, 
National Council on Fam1ly 
Relations 
He didn't mean to: Internalizing 
relationship aggress1on experiences, 
Illinois Council on Family Relations, 
March 2006 
Performer, Vagina Monologues, EIU, 
February 2006 
Invited speaker, EIU Kappa Omicron 
Nu panel on ethics, April 2006 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 1997, 
University of Missouri/Columbia 
A comparison of work aspect preferences 
and reinforcement panerns 10 
foodservice career paths, Journal of 
Foodservice Business Research, 8(2). 
39-54,2005 
Testing the model of student retention: 
case study, The Journal of Hospitality 
and Tourism Education, 17 (3), 46-51, 
2005 
Facilitating student learning at the 
national restaurant show, with L Brooks. 
Great Lakes Hospitality and Tourism 
Educators Conference, Michigan State 
University. East Lansing. MI. December 
2005 
Leadership style and job satisfactiOn of 
restaurant managers, Great Lakes 
Hospitality and Tourism Educators 
Conference, Michigan State University, 
East Lansing, MI. December 2005. 








The 2005-2006 academic year was rich in opportunity and accomplishment for 
the School of Technology faculty and students. Most significant was the official 
reaccreditation (through November 2011) of the Industrial Technology Program 
granted by the National Association of Industrial Technology at the annual 
fall conference in St. Louis. Additional fall events included the acqu1sition of a 
new Bridgeport Vertical Machining Center funded in part with donations from 
Caterpillar. Upgrades to our Universal Testing Machine and the acquisition of 
this machining center allow students real time experience with state-of-the-art 
technology used in industry. 
Several special projects were undertaken this year by Industrial Technology faculty 
and students. Dr. Sam Guccione, Dr. Tom Waskom and four students have been 
involved in an ongoing honor's research project related to alternative fuel which 
involves construction of a reactor and an alternative fuel vehicle. An Undergraduate 
Honors Research grant was used to acquire exhaust gas testing equipment and 
other parts needed to convert ordinary waste paper into ethyl acetate, a biofuel. 
Curriculum enhancements In the Industrial Technology area included the development of an interdisciplinary minor in 
Print and Textile Design Technologies with the School of Family and Consumer Sciences. Faculty also revised and updated 
the automation and control concentration, including a new course in Programmable Logic Controllers. Another new course, 
Mechanical Systems in Residential and Commercial Buildings will enhance the course offerings for construction majors. An 
Undergraduate Research course will increase learning opportunities for all School of Technology majors. 
Career and Organizational Studies faculty revised the core curriculum, and beginning fall of 2006 all core courses will be offered 
online. The core courses include Organizational Perspectives: Past, Present and Future; Training Program Development; and a new 
Supervision in Organizations course to meet an assessed need for a supervisory and training focus. 
Career and Technical Education faculty member Mr. James McKirahan worked with technology education students to sponsor 
the Second Annual Trebuchet Competition. This year a 10 pound bowling ball was launched nearly 500 feet. Additions to th1s 
year's trebuchet included a new crank mechanism to lower the throwing arm into position. Assessment rubrics were developed 
for all three content areas in CTE and will be used with Live Text for the upcoming NCATE accreditation. Faculty members Dr. Julie 
Chadd and James McKirahan received grants for a Smart Board, camcorder and other instructional materials. 
6 
The Master of Technology program experienced a very busy year with enrollment increasing to 136 students. Nearly half of 
those students were enrolled in courses delivered off-campus in Champaign, Illinois. The School of Technology also hosts one 
of the largest populations of international graduate students at Eastern Illinois University. Students from China, Nepal, Pakistan, 
India, Indonesia and Russia completed coursework in the School of Technology this year. Bikash Adhikari from Nepal received 
the outstanding International Student Award for Technology. Graduate student Gina Paladino will join the ranks of international 
students when she studies abroad at Vaxjo Universitet in Vaxjo, Sweden during the fall semester of 2006. 
Graduate faculty in the School ofTechnology, in response to the Illinois Board of Higher Education's request for Homeland Security 
curricula at all levels, developed a graduate certificate In Technology Security. This certificate program is designed to provide 
graduate students and professionals working in industry and business with focused course work on technology security including 
facility security, network and database security, as well as management policies on security of technological systems. Courses in 
Network Security, Database Security and Reliability, Facility Security, Automatic Identification and Data Capture and Biometrics 
Security were developed as a part of the certificate program. 
Dr. Thomas Hawkins and retired faculty member Dr. Tom Boldrey, in 
conjunction with the Business and Technology Institute, developed •Leadership 
Coles County 2006" which focuses on individual skills development in leadership, 
communication, problem solving and team building and is targeted for local 
businesses and agencies. 
Dr. Ping Liu investigated the construction of an enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) system using an open source software system, COMPIERE. Oracle database 
was used and JBOSS was the application server used for the project. Dr. Liu 
modeled a small manufacturer which makes and markets laptop computers to 
see how difficult it would be for this type of client to create an ERP system using 
open source software. Dr. Liu then explored technological issues involving the 
application server, the database server, ERP system design and customization, 
user experience and customer experience. Dr. Liu also received a 2005 EIU 
Summer Research and Creative Activity Award for a project entitled, Study of 
Biological Antioxidants for Improving Longevity of Total Joint Replacement, and was 
the recipient of a university Use ofTechnology in Research award. 
Dr. Wafeek Wahby received a university Technology Enhancement And 
Management (TEAM) Professional Development Grant to attend the World 
Congress on Computer Science, Engineering, and Technology Education 
conference. He also received a university Excellence in the Use of Technology 
award for transforming the first Industrial Technology course for student majors 
into an on-line delivery mode. 
Enhanced applications of technology to instruction were also facilitated by 
technology Planning, Implementation and Evaluation (PIE) grants awarded to 
Dr. Chinchilla, Dr. Guccione, Dr. Hawkins, Dr. Hogan, Pat Laube, and Dr. 
McDonald. 
Career and Organizational Studies student Julie Benedict was co-recipient of a TEAM Professional Develop Grant to attend the 
May 2006 American Society for Training and Development International Conference. The Career and Technical Education student 
chapter of Phi Beta Lambda placed 9th for the 2005 competition. Member Andrew Brown placed 1st in Accounting, Ashley Ruark 
placed second in Business Communications, and Julie Culbertson placed third in Computer Applications. 
Industrial Technology students Gary Keil and Jill Spour each received a S 1,000 scholarship from the Residential Construction 
Employers Council for the 2006-2007 academic year, and graduate students Joe Garling and Cindy Guthrie received Distinguished 
Graduate Student Awards for the 2005-2006 academic year. 
Julie Culbertson, a Career and Technical Education major and recipient of the James D. Price and Eastern Illinois Business Education 
scholarships, was also the recipient of the EIU Livingston C. Lord Scholarship. The Lord Scholarship, named after Eastern's first 
president, is the most prestigious award given on campus to students. 
Martin J. Coleman received the 2006 School of Technology Distinguished Alumnus Award. Mr. Coleman graduated from 
Eastern Illinois University in 1971 with a BS in Industrial Technology with a construction concentration. While attending EIU he was 
a member of the football team and served as Secretary/Treasurer for the Industrial Technology Club. He later attended Southern 
Illinois University in Edwardsville where he took graduate courses in business administration. A current resident of Belleville, IL, he 
serves as Assistant Vice President for the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. He is a member of several professional organizations 
related to banking and management including the American Institute of Banking and the Building Owners & Managers Association 
of St. Louis. 
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Associate Professor, Graphic 
Communlatlon lAboratory Coordinator, 
EdO, 1999, 1111no ls State University 
Specialty Graphic Imaging Association/ 
D1g1tal Printing & Imaging Association 
Congress of Comm1ttees: National SGIA 
Garment Decorators Steenng 
Committee, National DPI Textile 
Committee, National Membrane Switch 
Council 
Co-advisor, Technical Association of the 
Graphic Arts (TAGA) Co -Advisor 
Co-Author, "The AutoCAD 2006 Workbook: 
A Complete Educational and Training 
Guide for Mastering 2D Applications of 
AutoCAD 2006." January, 2006 
Chairman. PrintED National Advisory 
Board on National Accreditation of 
high school and post-secondary 
graphic communication programs; 
PrintED National Competency Board 
Presenter, ·camtas1a StudiO" and "Macro 
Digital Photography; 62nd Four State 
Reg1onal Technology Conference. 
P1nsburg State Umvers•ty, November 
2005 
Professor, PhD, 1990, Southern Illinois 
University/Carbondale 
School ofTechnology faculty search 
committees 
Continuing Education Advisory 
Committee 
Presentation of LCBAS PIE Grant Funded 
Project, Digital Faculty, Where are we 
Headed? EIU, 2005 
Presentation ofTEAM Professional 
Development Grant, Learning 
Together In Community, EIU, 2005 
Presenter, "Using the PDA for 
PowerPomt Presentations: 3rd Annual 
Technology Fatr, EIU, 2005 
Assimnt Professor, CTE Coordinator, 
PhD, 2003, Southern Illinois University/ 
C.rbondale 
2 
Illinois Work-Based Learning Programs: 
Works1te Mentor Knowledge and 
Tra1n1ng, w1th M.A Anderson, Career 
andTechmcal Educat1on Research 
30(1), 25-45,2005 
Perceptions of CTE Teachers Concerning 
No Child Left Behind, Connections 
Conference, Sprlngfield,IL. 2006 
Literacy Activities for Your Classroom, 
Illinois Business Education Association 
Fall Conference, Springfield, IL, 2005 
Perceptions of Secondary CTE Teachers 
Concerning the No Child Left Behtnd 
Act. with K. Drage. Awards for 
Innovation, Hlinois Un1vers1ty Council 
for Career and Technical Education, 
2005 
Two award recipient, John S. and 
Margaret Redden Fund for the 
Improvement of Undergraduate 
Instruction (2005). 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2004, Ohio 
University 
Recipient, LCBAS PIE grant 
"Development of the Biometric 
Laboratory: New Initiatives In 
Homeland Security" 
Assessment Institute conference. IUPU, 
Indianapolis, IN 
New course development, TEC 5353 
Network Security and TEC 5413-
Biometric Secunty, for graduate 




Technology in Central America and the 
impact on CAFTA. published at 
httpJ/www.wku.edu/geoweb/malas/ 
stlouis05.htm 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2005, 
Southern Illinois University/ 
Carbondale 
Perceptions of Secondary CTE Teachers 
Concerning the No Child Left Behind 
Act and Keyboarding Instructions In 
Illinois, with J. Chadd, Awards for 
Innovation, Illinois University Council 
for Career and Technical Education, 
2005 
Co-presenter, Perceptions of Secondary 
CTE Teachers Concern.ng the No Child 
Left Behind Act and Keyboard1ng 
Instructions in Illinois, With J Chadd, 
Connections Conference, April 2006 
Advisor, Phi Beta Lambda 
Nominated for Delta Pi Epsilon's 
National Honorary ProfesSIOnal 
Graduate Society in Business 
Education, Publication Committee. 
Assistant Professor, Robotics 
Laboratory Coordinator, EdO, 1992, 
Temple University/Philadelphia 
Automatic Identification & Data Capture 
Technical Institute, Ohio University, 
July 2005 
Where in the World? GPS Projects for 
the Technology Oass, TechDirections 
magazme, September 2005 
Presenter. National Association of 
Industrial Technology Annual 
Conference, November 2005 
Invited to review two textbooks in 
Automation, August 2005 
Exemplary initiate, Epsilon Tau Pi 
International Honor Society for 
Professions in Technology, 
November 2005 
Assistant Professor, Career & 
Organizational Studies Coordinator, 
EdO, 1995, University of Illinois 
Preliminary Observations on Coaching, 
Counseling, and Ministry. Quarterly 
Review 
Co-facilitator, Leadership Coles. 
Charleston and Mattoon Chambers of 
Commerce 
Author. Loving God with All Your Mind: 
EqUippmg the Community of Faith for 
Theological Thinking 
Reclpient. Redden Fund and Faculty 
Development grants 
Professor, Materials Testing/ 
Metrology/Polymers Laboratory 
Coordinator, EO, 1979, Pennsylvania 
State University 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 2005, 
Southern Illinois University 
Presenter, Design and Implementation 
of a Scoring Rubric a Proven Technique 
for Peer Assessment, with B. DeRuntz. 
38th Annual Convention of the National 
Association of Industrial Technology, 
St. Louis, MO, 2005 
Co-advisor, EIU Cycling Club 
Recipient, Felstenhausen-Boldrey Award 
Rec1p1ent, Lumpkin College Of Business 
& Applied Sciences Technology 
Planning, Implementation. And 
Evaluation Grant Using PC Tablets to 
Enhance Off--Campus Instructional 
Delivery 
Chair It Professor, PhD, 1990, Southern 
Illinois University/Carbondale 
Certified Manufacturing Engineer 
President, University Division. and 
member, Executive Board, National 
Association of Industrial Technology. 
Ed1torial Board, International Journal of 
Modern Eng1neering, Eastern Education 
Journal, and Journal of Industrial 
Technology. 
Chalf, NAIT Accreditation Team, University 
of Nebraska/Kearney 
Recipient. Exemplary Award for Service, 
National Association of Industrial 
Technology. 
Instructor, MS, Eastern Illinois University, 
1998 
Electricity course, Atlanta, GA, February, 
2006 
Professor, Graduate Coordinator, PhD, 
1991, Iowa State University 
Professional Engineer (PEl in Mechanical 
Eng.neering, Illinois 
Oracle Certified Professional (OCPl. 
Oracle DBA 
Cert1fied Quality Eng1neer (CQEl, 
American Society of Quality Control 
Certified Senior lndustnal Technologast 
(CSm, National Association of 
Industrial Technology. 
Technology 10 Research and Scholarsh•p 
Award, CATS, EIU 
Assistant Professor, PhD, 1005, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University 
Certified Industrial Technologist 
Co-advisor, NAIT Student Chapter 
Recipient, PIE Grant, "Using Wireless PDA's 
for Data Collection in INT 4973: 
Work Measurement and Method• 
Instructor, MS, 1994, EaJtern Illinois 
University 
Professor, EnglnHring Graphics 
Laboratory Coordinator, CIM Uiboratory 
Coordinator, PhD, 1984, Purdue 
University 
Recipient.lCBAS Pie Grant 
Faculty Marshall, Spnng 2005 
Commencement 
Examination Coordinator of Academ1c 
Challenge 
Illinois Drafting Educators Association 
(IDEAl Annual Conference and 
AutoCAD Workshop 
The AutoCAO 2006 Workbook, with 
P.O. Page, Stipes Publishing, Champaign, 
IL, 2006 
Professor, Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing Laboratory 
Coordinator, Internship Coordinator, 
PhD, 1990, Southern Illinois 
University/Carbondale 
Member, Board of Accreditation, 
National Association of Industrial 
Technology 
Reviewer, Journal of Industrial 
Technology 
Article contributor, Times Courier/ 
Gazette Journal 
Associate Professor, Construction 
Laboratory Coordinator, Industrial 
Technology Coordinator, PhD, 1988, 
University of Alexandria/Egypt 
led the Industrial Technology program 
in successful6-year reaccred•tation 
by the National Association of 
Industrial Technology 
Recipient. 2005 Excellence in the Use 
ofTechnology Award 
Board Member, Journal of lndustnal 
Technology Um, National Association 
of Industrial Technology (NAm. 
Technical Paper Reviewer, The Masonry 
Society (TMSl. 
Presenter, 2005 National Assoclat•on of 
Industrial Technology Annual 
Conference, St.louis, MO, November 
2005, and 2006 World Congress on 
Computer Science, Engineering, and 
Technology Education, Sao Paulo, 
Brazil, March 2006 
Professor, Production Laboratory 
Coordinator, PhD, 1981, Texas A a. M 
University 
Retiring, Summer 2006 
Professor, EdD, 1958, Indiana 
University 
We Have Met Our Past and Our Future, 
Tech Trends magazine, May/June, 2006 
Presenter, Macro Photography, Four 
State Regional Technology Conference, 
Pittsburg, KS, 2006 
Published photograph, The Bicyclist, 
The Best Photos of 2005 Book, The 
International Library of Photography: 
Library of Congress ISBN: 0-7951·5259·0 
Consulting editor. Tech Trends 
magazine 
Recipient, EIU Redden Fund grant 
Professor, Ca'"r It Organizational 
Studies Coordinator, PhD, 1994, 
University of Illinois/Urbana 
Recipient. Redden Grant to attend Myers-
Briggs certification training 
Appointed Assistant Chair, School of 
Technology 
Designed and edited American Legion 







In August 2005, the EIU Military Science Department - Panther Battalion 
began the school year with a unique Activation Ceremony. The purpose 
of this ceremony was to pass the •mantle• of cadet leadership to the new 
senior class. The activation ceremony emphasizes the concept that the 
Senior Military Science Cadets are the standard-bearers for the other cadets. 
This year, 10 cadets made up the senior class. 
The annual fall Field Training Exercise (FTX) was a weekend trip held at the 
Indiana National Guard Training Area at Camp Atterbury, IN. More than 65 
cadets spent the weekend experiencing first-hand Army training as well as 
building team spirit and camaraderie in challenging and interactive activities 
such as rappelling, day and night land navigation courses, and confidence 
and obstacle courses. This FTX also served to prepare our juniors for the 
Leadership Development and Assessment Course (LDAC) held at Fort Lewis, 
Washington over the summer. LDAC, also known as Warrior Forge, is the 
final training hurdle for our cadets before commissioning. Their performance 
at LDAC combined with their performance here on campus prepares them 
for their first occupation assignment upon commissioning. This past year 
at LDAC the Panther Battalion cadets exceeded the national averages 
in the Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT), land navigation, and basic rifle 
marksmanship. Two cadets, Jared Southworth and Jenna Tabor, earned the 
coveted Recondo Badge. To earn the Recondo Badge, a cadet must achieve 
a first time completion for all events, receive no negative spot reports, score 
at least 90 points in each event of the APFT, and find 90% of the points on 
the land navigation course. Jenna Tabor was the first female to ever earn this 
honor in the 25 year history of the Panther Battalion. 
Throughout the year, cadets received in-classroom leadership training. Every Thursday afternoon the Cadet Battalion met for 
Leadership Lab on campus. This hands-on approach to training not only engaged our cadets in the practical skills necessary for 
success as a future Army officer, but more importantly, put our cadets In leadership positions. Some of the lab highlights included 
rappelling from the top of Klehm Hall, small unit tactics, and drill and ceremony. The leadership skills honed in lab benefited 
not only the cadet who completed the course, but also benefited the cadet who can use this leadership experience in everyday 
practical situations. 
October once again marked the 1Oth brigade annual Ranger Challenge Competition held at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. 
The Panther Battalion fielded one team against 26 other teams representing 22 universities from Oklahoma, Missouri, Arkansas, 
and Illinois. The competition focused on cadet technical knowledge as well as physical abilities. Activities for the two days of 
competition included land navigation, physical training, construction of a single rope bridge, a hand grenade assault course, 
written exams, and a 1 0-K forced road march. The EIU Panthers finished in sixth place this year and achieved the highest standing 
ever for this battalion. The team was coached and trained by LTC Lorenzo Smith Ill and MSG Charles Schwab. 
For this school year the Scabbard and Blade Society performed all Color Guards, presenting our Nation's Colors at 
home football games, both men's and women's basketball games, Homecommg parade, Veteran's Day Parade, and all 
Commencement ceremonies. The Society has been very active in promoting the Army Values to the university as well as the 
community at large. 
The Leadership Excellence Club is a service organization where all cadets are invited to participate. The main events that the 
Leadership Excellence club is responsible for are the pancake breakfast hosted at the local VFW, Annual Canned Food Drive, and 
the Annual American Red Cross Blood Drive. 
The Panther Rifle Team once again took to the range for a full year of practice and competitions. The team participated in the 
Illinois State University Postal Match, Illinois State ROTC Rifle Championship, and the Eastern Illinois University Postal Match. 
The team brought home two second place trophies and one first place trophy. The team had 16 shooters on the team this 
past year. 
In March 2006, the Panther Battalion's junior class proved their competence and readiness during the Battalion Spring FTX held 
at Camp Atterbury, Indiana. This weekend of hard training and evaluation showed that the skills developed by the cadets in the 
classroom and during the laboratory experience were valid. 
The Panther Battalion received a special award for being in the top 15% out of 272 schools in the nation. This award is especially 
important because the battalion was ranked at 252 just four years ago. 
In late April, capstone events for the Panther Battalion included the Annual Awards Ceremony for excellence in academics and 
training, and the Annual Military Ball hosted by the senior class at Richard's Farm in Casey Illinois. Each event was attended by 
various civic and military organizations. The Military Ball emphasized the accomplishments of the senior class and was showcased 
by good food, dancing and an inspiring message by our guest speaker, Captain James Miller, an alumnus, who emphasized the 
importance of leadership in today's Army. He spoke to the battalion during his two weeks of rest and recuperation leave from his 
tour in Iraq. 
This school year the Panther Battalion commissioned 9 cadets: Second lieutenants Douglas Anderson, Ryan Bosick, Kerry 
Cook, Todd Fatka, Michael Kowalski, Stephanie Lewis, John Pollard, Nicholas Selner, and Jared Southworth into the US 
Army Reserves, National Guard, and Active Duty forces. 
LTC Lorenzo Smith, Ill began a well deserved retirement in June, and the new Chair and Professor of Military Science, MAJ Larry 
Coblentz, Jr. arrived to assume leadership for the department and program. 
Executive Officer, Assistant Professor, 
MS, 2005, University of Missouri/Rolla 
Bronze Star recipient OperatiOn lraq1 
Freedom 
Airborne, A1r Assault, Sapper qualified 
Completed Cadet Command Faculty 
Development Course and Terrorism 
Awareness Course 
Chair and Professor, MA, 2001, 
Southern Illinois University/ 
Carbondale 
Signal Officer Basic and Advanced 
Course, Fort Gordon, GA 
Combined Arms Service and 
Support School, Command and 
General Staff College, NBC 
Officers Course and Airborne 
School 
MeritoriOus Service Medal 
Army Commendation Medal 
Army Achievement Medal 
Exe<utive Officer, Asslstant 
Professor, 8S, 1976, Indiana 
State University 
Retired September 2005 
Supply Sergeant 
Reassigned August 2005 
Instructor, 8S, 2006, Franklin 
University 
Certified- Small Group Instructor, 
Total Army Instructor Training, 
Hazmat, Combat Life Saver, 
Armorer, Observer Controller, 
lntermodal Dry Cargo. Unit 
Movement Officer, Field Sanetat1on. 
FEMA Program Manager and 
Preparedness 
Commanders Safety Course 
Additional Duty Officer Safety 
Course 
Terrorism Awareness Course 
01stance Learn.ng School of Cadet 
Command Course. 
Senior Training Instructor, AGS, 
1997, Fayetteville Te<hnlcal 
Community College 
Reassigned June 2006 
Chair and Professor, MA, 2001, 
Webster University 
Retired June 2006 
Enrollment Officer, Instructor, MS, 
2001, Indiana Wesleyan University 
Area representative, EIU Chapter, 
Officer's Christian Fellowship 
Hurricane Katrina Relief work 
Combat Lifesaver Course 
Recruiting Operations Officer 
Course 
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Accountancy Excellence Award 
Julie Kleinschmidt 
Accounting Advisory Board Scholarship 
Brittany Steber 
Brandyn Tnum 
Alexander Briggs Memorial Award 
Brent Esker 
American Legion Auxiliary 
Department of Il linois 
Lauren Osinski 
American Legion Post 88 • M1lltary 
Excellence 
Ben Bresnan (Silver) 
Jered Southworth (Gold) 
Amencan Leg•on Post 88 • Scholastic 
Excellence 
John Chic (Sliver) 
lloyd Louda (Gold) 
Amencan Markeung AssociatiOn 
Achievement Award 
StacyWehnes 
American Marketing Association 
World Color Press Award 
Kerry Kroscher 
AMVETS Department of Illinois 
Scott Smith 
Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite 
of Freemasonry 
Michael Kowalski 
Armed Forces Communications & 
Electronics AssociatiOn Honor Award 
Caleb Crouch 
AssociatiOn for Information 
Technology Professionals Most 
Valuable Member Award 
Matthew Defrates 
Association for Information 
Technology Professionals Outstanding 
Graduatmg Senior Award 
JasonCiow 
AssociatiOn for Information 
Technology Professionals Outstand1ng 




Association of the United States Army 
Award 
Adam Bowen 
Association of the United States Army 
Award - History 
Jason Smith 
Bert and Janet Holley Scholarship 
James Aikman 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding Junior 
Award 
Aaron Hubbart 
Beta Alpha Psi Outstanding MBA 
Student Award 
Brandyn Traum 




Beta Gamma Sigma Scholarship 
(Nauonal) 
Jennifer Hansen 
Bill Spaniol Memorial Scholarship 
JasonCiow 




C. Roger Sorensen Scholarship 
Lura Besore 
Career and Organizational Studies 
Student Excellence Award 
l aVonna Manning 
Caroline A. Forbes Centennial 
Scholarship 
Emma Walsh 






Central111inois Chapter of the 
American Marketing Association 
Outstandmg Student Award 
Allison ladisich 
Charles A. Elliott Technology 
Education Award 
Daniel Strackeljahn 





Computer Information Systems 
Excellence Award 
JasonCiow 
Computer lnformat1on Systems 
Outstanding Student Award 
Mettew Defretes 
Cooley Family Scholarships 
Christopher Sarlbeklen 
Emily Sibley 
Daughters of the American 
Revolution Award 
Stephen It Lewis 
Daughters of the Founders and 
Patriots of AmeriCa 
ErikBoraon 
David L & Audrey Jorns Business 
Education Scholarship 
Dt~nMlller 
Dean Giffin Award 
Julie Kleinschmidt 
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key 
Kimberly Fischer 
Don & Mary (Hartke) Gher 
Scholarship 
Kenneth Young 




Donna Lynn Connelly Scholarsh1p 
Marissa Smith 
Meredith Hemker 
Earl S Dickerson Award 
Zhenghong Hou 
Eileen F. Hubbard Scholarship 
Aeron Grobengleser 
Karen IN Spencer 





Elsie and Erson Giffin Scholarship 
Kortnle Hiatt 
Lindsay Schwarz 
Adria nne Zumwalt 
Felstehausen-Boldrey Excellence 1n 
Career and Organizational Studies 
Julie Benedkt 
Finance Excellence Award 
Jamie Buenzow 
Finance Faculty Award 
SarahWeiu 
Financial Management Association 
Outstanding Junior Award 
leoMurokh 
Financial Management Association 
Outstand ing Senior Award 
Sarah Weiss 
Foster C. Rinefort Scholarship 
Michelle Leisten 
General SocietyoftheWar of 1812 
Savannah R.amsey 
George C. Marshall Award 
Stephanie Lewis 
George Preisser Memorial Scholarsh1p 
Aaron Hubbart 
Grace T. Bair Business Scholarship 
Ashley Gemar 
Harold D. Fildes Scholarship 
Gregory Perz 
J. W. and Marilyn Oglesby Scholarship 
Meghan Smith 
Jack K. & Marge Hatfield Scholarship 
Mitchel Davis 
James D. Price Delta Chi Business 
Education Scholarship 
Julie Culberton 
Jerome Rooke Accountancy 
Scholarship 
Kendn McKeon 
Jim and Bess Townsend Hanks 
Scholarship 
Russ Deters 
Jim and June Giffin Scholarship 
Jessica Crockatt 
Julie Kleinschmidt 
John & Katharine England Curry 
Scholarship 
Kat.herine Liddell 
John M. Luther Scholarship 
Stacey Matjasich 
John P. Coffey US Veterans Scholarship 
Douglas Walk 
John Thompson Moore McGiadrey & Pullen Accounting Award Professor of Milttary Science Award Stlouis Chapter of the Amencan 
Brittany Lewis Andrea Davis (Commander's Involvement Award) Marketing Association Outstandtng 
Jason Rennler Student Award 
Johnny londoff Chevrolet Inc. Award McNabb-Dow Graduate Scholarship Stacy Wehnes 
Margaret Moseley Kelly Boeger Reserve Officers Assoctation 
Adam Bowen Student Accounting Society 
Judge & Usha Oberot Scholarship Messer Family Scholarship in Undsey leskllnlch Outstanding Junior Award 
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Oavod A. Fellabaum Oav1d M. Gass Raymond R. Haas Steven D. Hernandez Immanuel lutheran Church WilliamG.Kork 
Park M Fellers John G Gatl'WOOd Habeeb G. Habeeb Joy A. Hershberger Pauicia G. lnglts Dennis P. Kirkham 
Wilham G. Fellers Cpt Safiyya Gayton Jamie L Had jan Julte C Herter Patricia Ingram Angela C Kistner 
Joyce L. Felstehausen Robert R. Gebo, Jr Michael E. Hadwiger Toni L Herwaldt Bradlrle Bernard J. Kitten 
W1lllam 0. Fenolf Michael G. Gffita Brook A. Haeboch Robert L & Rowena Francis IIVln Joseph C. l<lapka 
Berncoce R. Ferguson Kenneth Ger.cJoslan Thomas J. Hageman Hesler Terroll P.lsaacson James E. Kleoss 
Kathy Ferguson Marolyn J Gerdt Mochelle M. Hagen H OHMs Jolt l.lsley Thomas F. Kleiss 
LUioan Ferguson Ann E. Gerhold Donald E. Hahn Cheryl L Henmget J Gladu Constructoon Inc Kris A. Klmgbetl 
Stephen E. Ferguson Mochael L Getz William T. Haones Hl!nry M. H1lgenberg Carol A. Jabs Steven E. Klongbeil 
Elizabeth A Fetzet Donald L &Mary J Gher Bill Haire Patro<fot A. Hill Cam1lleJ.lmes AnthonyW. Kloet 
CathyFe~l Knsty A. G1bbs Larty L & Brenda Hale Elizabeth A. H1lpp Judith M. James Charles O.t<luge 
Fodeltty Charotable Goft Fund Florence D. Giffin Linda J. Hale Barbdra Hinkel Bnan 0. Janes Karen M. Knackstedt 
Chad T Fidler James F & June E. Giffin John G. Hall G~len L Hinkel Carolyn H. J~nka AmyM.I<napp 
Therew A Aelds Thomas L. Gilbert KrisT. Hall Peter D. Hlntlch Adrienne L. Jarrell Jane A. Knicley 
Fifth Third Bank Foundation Barbara J. Gllhaus PerryR. Hall Barbara J. Hinton Nancy Jarrett Daniel M. Knollenberg 
Karen M. Filosa George W. Gilmore Vivian A. Hallett Robert Hinton Earl W. Jeffers Ellen 8. Knollenberg 
Gerald D. Fines Tom L. Gllomen Martha T. Hamand Loyola Hintzman Richard A. Jeffers Cong. Joseph K. Knoll en berg 
Benson L. Finfrock Jeffery P. Gladu Jerry B. Hamilton James A. Hinze Elizabeth P. Jefferson B. Delores Knott 
Randall M Kob JohnP.Upp Sharon L McCorkle K.athenne Moore V•ughn J. & Nancy C Page Catherine M. Provenza 
Edward F. Kobel ~allmon Christine E. McConnkk Truman A. Moore Sam Parsley Dorothy F. Pr<M~ 
Nancy L Kobel Cathy C. Uvely l Marcella McCormiCk Ahson Moran Campbell Chnstopher L Palcis Pruden!Jal foundabOn 
Patrici.l A. Kobel K.anA. llv~ Sherry L McCoy OanO Morgan Dan~ A. Palmer Brenda M. Pru~ 
Jo1eph T. Kcxot M. !Mne lloyd Jaimette A. McCulfey HanyB Mor9'n Br.ld Park GndyLPufahl 
Karia J. Koebele Mark R. lobes Jo1eph A. McCurdy Win E. Morgan Cheryl L Parl<er Joanne M. Pugsley 
Allee ICoenec:ke Jane 0 Lochhead Thomas W. Mc:Oaniel. Sr Perry C Monts linda J Parron lynn M. Pullan 
Patnc:Ja L Koep~ Jennofer R. lockhart GeneMc:OMtt Sheda R. Morns 8onnoe Pa~kow Sheridan L Pulley 
Keoth K. Kohanro lockheed Marton Douglas H.Mc:Oonald Cynth~ A. Mornson A.af olfl Pasdl.ls Tamara L Putnam 
Connie D. Komnock Jeffrey L Loftus Jeanne S. Mc:Oonald Steven R. Mo«oson RayPaSinl Melany B Puzey 
Karen S. Koning Wolham A. long Sandra J. McDonald Mark J. Morrow Ruth T Patchen Kenneth R. Pyburn 
Marl<O.Koon M1ke loomis Betty F. McFao1and Kathy 0 . Mosley Chnstone Pat renee Pamela 0. Quade 
Charles A. Koonce Sara A loptnskl Gene & Dolly McFarland 8ennen C Moulder Wilham W Panara Penny L Quade 
NancyV. Koopman AmyL loss Joan Mc:Garigle Gtna C. Mudge BuanWPanon Quebe<:or World · Chocago 
Charles J. Kozlowski Janice V. Louthan McGraw-Hill Companies AnnLMulllns Rick Panon Ronda K. Queen 
KPMG Foundation David L Love Janet L McGreevy Eunicl' A. Mumm Mary J. Patlln Deborah Radliff 
Karin J. Kraal Ousz Debora L. love Michael F. McGuire Erin M. Mll!phy Doug M. Paulson Susan L Radloff 
Roger l. Krabbe Aurelia E. Loven·Bey Dale R. McHenry Kathy J. Murphy Paul H. Pearce John A. Rafferty 
Karen S. Kracht Margaret A. lowery McKesson Foundation Terese A. Murray Kathleen A. Pechauer Timothy W. Rainey 
Cynthia D. Krahn Blenda l. LOwman Clyde 0. McKinney Michael J. Murrill PEOCO Shilana M. Ralrden 
Stanley B. Kramkowskl Stephen J. Luber Les McKinney Judy K. Myers Janice A. Pellegrini Amy H. Rakow 
Katherine A. Kramper Ann E. Luciani Michelle M. McManus Marjorie J. Myers John D. Pence Marjorie J. Ramsey 
Rikl L. Krankavltch Sharon K. Luecke Amy L. McMaster Harris William R. Myers Robert L. Pendley Michael A. Randles 
Barbara B. Krehbiel Craig R. Luke Richard L. McMurray Rose M. Mytrs·Bradley ManWeiPeng F. Ellen Rardin 
James w. Krehbiel Rosemary Lump Gordon D. McRae Robert J N~gtl Allan S Penwell Martha J. Rardon 
Helen J. Krehblei·Reed John M. & P•trlcia M. Luther Gregory P. & Mary Ellen )Ill M. Natzkt Ben A. Perez Patty Rardin 
Meh11n H. Krieger Norman M. lutz Meador Lyle E. Navel Jeffrey H. Perry Bryan D. Rathert 
JeffS. Krumholz C•thleen M lu~ David E. Mechtly Neal Foundatoon St~e R. Persinger Pamela L RathJen 
Kenneth T. Krzyslak Sandra D Lyons Sheri H. Mecklenburg Norma S. Needham Carroll L. Petersen Deanna K. Rebello 
Scott E. Kuhar Sttven V. Macaluso Charles M. Meece Joel A N~kork MIChael T. Petnk John A. Rebello 
Brandon M. Kuhl Marl< MackOVIC J. Michael Mesenheirner Judy L Nttkuk Susan R. Petnk Reber Welding 
Tammi J.Kumerow Karen S Maddox Michael A. Mendoza UndaA Nttll D.lvid W Petrtna Richard A. Rebholz 
Steve M. Kummer M.ltthew J. & )oy<e A. Memlllynch and Company Howard F. Ntlms Beth C. Phelan JonWRector 
OaVIdA.Kurtt Madogan foundation Gayle L. Nelsen Ttml. Phelps Sharon Rector 
John L Kuruc. Jr. St~en R Madlonger Nicholas C Merrill. Jr. Otnn1s H. Nelson lora J PhiUops RichardW. Redeker 
Gerald Ku1!Nul AmyJ Madson Michael c. Merry Olover Nelson Nancy J Phillops Jodi K. Redodt 
DouglasS. t.bel~ Joseph J M.lhna Janet M. Messengtf Will.lrd E. Nelson Jon M. Phipps Peter J. Redongton 
Juloe A. Labhart Bettye S Malone Gelarne C. Messidt Donald F. Nesci Wendy R. Phipps Susan H. Redman 
Kelsey D. Ladong Mochael w Maloy Michael J. Metzger GaryW Netemeytt Chns L Pierson Debra A. Reed 
Robert E. l..ael Julie Mandele KrmbedyA.M~ NadoneN~ks Al.ln B Pike Floyd R. Reed 
Joseph Laffey Ann Manno MariaLMeyer Ruth M. Newman MIChael J Pilon John K. Reed 
Pamela J. Lafrentz Theresa S. Mannz Sheryl K. Meyer Susan B. Nled James D. Polson ReedOtiCo. 
Mar9'ret D.laGard Stephen H. Mansfield Patrida M. Meyemoltz Mary Nonnem6Cher Chnstie l. Ponnell Tommy L Reichart 
Russell K. lake Marathon 011 Co Foundation Roy A. Meyertooltz David G. Norris Ktlly A. Pinnell Wanda Sandy Reid 
Joseph E. lampen Heather M. Mariotti Julie L Michael Barbara L Norstrom Rodney D. Plackett Casey J. Reinking 
Judith A. Lampkins Mark Tungate Attorney at law MarkS. Michelini Mary K. North Donna J. Piatou Karol R. Reis 
John M. Langer Ray Markwell John R. Mickler Lavonne M. Novakofskl E. Robert Plott. Jr. Richard L. Renner 
Walter K. Langer Edward K. Marlow James E. Middleton Alan L. Nut aut Wendell H. Poe GaryW.Resh 
Sara E. Langevin GaryW, Marquis TonyMier Oakland lions Club Robert P. Poggenpohl Resh Frame Shop 
Jennifer l. langley Dawne L. Marshall Joseph B. Mikrut Linda M. Oakley Dlnne M. Pohllg James A. Reynolds, Jr. 
Kelll L. Larke Sharon S. Marth BettY E. Miller Timothy K. Oakley Robert A. Polizzi Janet E. Rhoda 
Earvin S.larry Mark A. Martin Bridget J. Miller Scott B. O'Brien Dawn M. Pollina Michael D. Rhoda 
Karen E. larson Nancy E. Martin Carl W. Miller Kevin G. Ochs Bertha E. Polzin Kathy E. Rhodes 
Stephen H. larson Stephen L. Masey Charles W. Miller Rodney A. Ochs Kelsey J. Pooley JoA. Rlbelin 
George F Lary, Ill Julie C. Maslanka Cheryl K. Miller Mike J O'Donnell AmyE. Popp Mary E. Richards 
DorisJ. Lau Den~n D. Mason Cindy K. Miller DonnaS. Offenbecher Gary E. Poskin Coyn V. Rkhardson 
Patricia B. Laube Scott A. Mason Cindy A. Miller JW & Martlyn S. Ogltsby Ronald A Potsch CPA Unda K. Rkhardson 
Robert D. laughead Susan E Masselter Clarence Miller John E. Olover Ronald A Pols<h Faye M. Ridgely 
Gail R. t.wrence TenaM Matas Elizabeth L Miller Joan Olszrwskt lynda A. Potter Usa Ridgely 
Wilham H. Learn Mark L Mau,asevteh Jeffrey K. Milll!f Charles F. 0 Malley Joan R. Pound Teny L Ridgley 
Wilham F.le.Kh. Jr. Robert K. Mattheessen Karen J. Miller Maureen P. OMalley NevaE.~I ThomasJ. Ridolfo 
Joan E. lebkuechef Mattoon Moose Lodge 1803 Lawrence G.. Miller PaulA Owm,. lynda s. Power Raymond E. & !Mne L Rieck 
DaVId 8. lecher C.thenne R. Mauck Melissa B.. Miller Constance 0 Mara Gfeg N Powers James M. Riess 
K.atheone 8 lee DtaneW Maut! MIChael C. Miller Mtelwel o ·Ne1ll Montea J. Powers Susan K. Rrggen 
Jo1eph A. Leemans Joy<e Mauret Paulette J. Mrller Susan D 0 NttH Sarah E. Powers Sen. Dale A. Righter 
Syble P.leffingwell Karen S. Maxson Burl F. Milligan Tamari L O'Neill Owoght A. Pnter Rita N. Righter 
Wayne A. ll'hmann Robert P. M.lxson Timothy H. Mins lu•s E. Ordonel ThorNs M. Preisser Belva c. Rinckef 
Jtl T. Lehrer Nancy H Maxwell William C Minnis Nancy K. Ellos Ordway GaryE. Pnce Foster C. & Jean Rlnefort 
Jennofef S. Leogh EncW May Alben L Mitchell John R. Osmundsen Helen Price Rinehart Accounting ServiCe 
Cathy J. Lenz R.JeffMay Billie J. Mitchell Maureen M Oswald Price Systems Inc Rodney A Rongger CPA 
Curt l. Leppert Apnl J M1yberry Oa111d S.Mttchell Robert D Ottum Shlrley A Primeau Rodney A. Rmgger 
Edward lester Jenny Mayberry Deborah A. Motchell Donald G Overton Matthew G. PrJmonc Dan Riordan 
Barbara M. LeutZ Barbara Mayer Ed Mttchell Eugene M. Owen Darrell L. Pnnce Sandra K. Rrppon 
Karen F Lewandowski Go egg E. McBride CartT. Mito Sue Owens Peggy Prince Randall S. Robbs 
carl D. Lewos Cynthia l. M. McCabe Stepnen C. Mltze Gary R. Oxford, Jr Jeff W. Prior John L & Juanita Roberts 
Davod E. lewis Patricia A. McCabe James W. Molzahn Thomas J. Ozga Mary J. Prior Tracy A. Roberts 
James R. Lewis Ralph E. McCausland Joseph Mondschean Amy D. Ozier David R. Pritchard Edward J. Robinson 
Dawn R. Ligon Deborah A. McClellan Mattnew M. Monippallil S. Jayne Oller James H. Pritchard Eric D. Robinson 
James W. lindley Louise McConnell Betty J. Moore Lynn OzlerWanserskl Progress Energy Jean Robinson 
Krls B. Lindley Joyce McCord Jane A. Moore Cynthia l . Pnceley Pro· Mow Lawn Care Leign R. Robinson 
Todd W. Lindsey Jamie L McCorkle Karen L. Moore Pacific Corporate Group, LLC Jerry L. Prosise Thomas F. Rochford 
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Patricia A. Rodriguez Susan J. Senft Kathryn M. Steele Delores M. Ticknor-Snapp Usa K. Waniroba Williams Companies 
Barbara L Rogers Thomas N. Seng Annmarie D. Steffen Connie L. Tierney ApriiJ.Ward Karen S. Williamson 
Donald L Rogers David L Senteney Rebecca J. Steiner Robert C. Timblin Alison L Wardein Kristin M. Williford 
Fi!me M. Rogers Joe H. Sexton Doris L Steinmetz John E. Tingley Vince E. Wardeln Paul S. Willms 
James H. Rogers Mary l.Du Sexton Marion L Steinmetz Erma L Tison Timothy W. Warner Willow Creek CPWM 
RIChard E. R~rs Ken D. Shadel Jennifer K. Stephen Cheryl L Todd Diana L Wan en Willow Springs Foundation 
Ronald E. Roglls MaryLShaw Mary K. Stephens ltc. Michael A. Toepfer lee Ann Warren Clarence W. Wilson 
Charles A. & JaniceK. Rohn Alice Shawver Jeffrey M. Sterling Juliann M. Tomse Patricia L Warren Marcia K. Wilson 
Mary B. Roland Tim Shay Julie G. Sterling Ramona A. Tom shack Dan A. Wartalskl Mary E. Wilson 
Ramona S. Rollins Howard E. Sheffield Guy W. Stevenson Gail 5. Tomslch Charles F. Wascher, Jr. Robert P. Wilson 
Todd R. Romine Beverly J. Shelton Margaret C. Stevenson Anthony R. Torres Andrea D. Washington Stephen T. Wilson 
leslie D. Romines Maurice D. Shepherd Sara A. Stevenson Steve E. Totten David M. Wasser Verna J. Wilson 
Thomas A. Root Rose Mary Shepherd Cindra K. Stiff Scott E. Touchette Bob Watson Terry L Wingate 
David C. Ropiequet PatsyW. Shenard Miles LStille Robert J. Tournour Rick A. Watson Carla S. Wingert 
Ray A. Roth Robert W. Sherwood MarkW. Stimler Karen C. Ttilcey Theresa M. Watson larry D. Winings 
Richard D. Rowe Allen J. Shevlin lynn M. Stimpert William E. Ttilcey, Jr. M. Elaine Watson·Brown Norma J. Wlnkleblack 
Kara L Royal Charlene C. Shields Shirley A. Stinebaugh Betty Tracy Sua nne Waymack Kenneth J. Winter 
Richard L Royalty Jeannea K. Shoer Martha S. Stinson James Tracy James J. Wayne Thelma Wlnterland 
RR Donnelley and Sons Co. Dorothy M. Shiley Thomas M. Stinson Melissa A. Tracy Bobby R. Webb Margaret I. Winters 
· Mattoon Raymond E. Shockley Dike Stirrett Kim K.Tran Cindy D. Webb Julia I. Wirth 
Gary D. Ruck Joan S. Shoemaker Anthony M. Stock Pamela K. Trausch Mary Ann Weber Ramona J. Wise 
Mark W. Rudolph James W. Short Cinda S. Stocks Bernardine C. Travelstead MichaetT. Weber Robert C. & Nell Wiseman 
Rebecca J. Ruffner Dan Shuler Todd K. Stokes Robert J, Tredway Nancy l. Weber UndaWlsner 
Carol A. Ruggen Karen A. Sibert Donna M. Stokley Janet Treichel Curtis H. Wehrmann Geraldine Witkovsky 
Ginette Y. Rumler Elf R.&Ann Sidwell John M. Stole Thomas P. Trestler Kay A. Welden Beth Witte 
Robert Rupert Thomas J. Siedleck Marilyn A. Stopek Mark Tungate Jean Weidner Charles w. Witters 
Sandra K. Rupert-long Wllllam A. Siegel Wood L Stortzum Usa J. Tuomala louise Weidner Barbara M. Wobser 
Jeffrey L. Russell Karen Siems William F. Stout Shirley A. Tyler Robert W. Weidner Cydney Jared Wolf 
Matthew B. Russell Henry C. Silva Gayle Strader UBS Financial Services. Inc. Terry Weidner William J. Wolf 
Ron Russian Darryl W. Silver Sharolyn Strader UBSWarburg Valerie L. Weidner Deborah J. Wolfe 
Dena L. Rydell BrianT. Simeur Jim & Patrice Stratton Jeanne A. Uffman Kathy M. Weinzierl Robert R. Wolfe 
Winona Saathoff Charles K. Simpson Julie A. Stratton loriA. Uhl Susan J. Weir Mary A. Wollney 
Jan Sabatello Dennis D. Sims Timothy J. Streid Mildred L. Ulrich James A. Welander Jean C. Wonser 
Dina M. Sackman John R. Sipes, Jr. John P. Strnad Shirly A. Unekls laura M. Welker Evelyn C. Wood 
Jack1e E. Sadler Holly M. Skonecke Kylee K. Strohm Robert L Urbance WeiJPomt Foundation Diana L Woodland 
Myron T. Salmon laura D. Sleade Bruce Strom Harold E. Vahling linda A. Wells John E. Woodruff 
Robert A. Salzensteln leon A. Slovlkoski Debra E. Stull John V. Valenta Linda J. Welty Charles W. Wootton 
Veronica E. Sample Calvin N. Smith Gayle L Stumpf John R. Valentine Steven M. Wente Charles R. Worden 
Bud Sanders Diane K. Smith Maxine Sublette John F. Van Der Molen linda Werling Robert G. Wrenn 
Joann Sanders Kay E. Smith Deborah A. Sulcer James A. Vanaman Cathy L. Wesselman Donald J. Wright 
Lisa A. Sanders Kelly A. Smith Margaret M. Sullivan Theresa A. Vandenberg Dean A. Wessels Dusty Wright 
Mary J. Sanders Unda M. Smith Mary T. Sullivan Cpt. Thomas M. Vandenberg Mary J. West Mary M. Wright 
Sandy Sanders lois E. Smith Maureen Sullivan Hertha Vandiver Richard C. West Pamela A. Wright 
Shirley M. Sanders Margaret L Smith Patrick M. Sullivan Elizabeth K. VanDyke West & Co, llC ltc. Steven E. Wright. ret. 
Maureen C. Santillo Mindy D. Smith Richard L Sumption Jerry E. VanDyke Susan D. Westerman Susan M. Wyclslo 
Sara lee Foundation Susan C. Smith Judith Sunderman Mark A. Varland Stanford A. Westjohn James H. Wyeth 
Ruth A. Sanaz.ahn Jamie L. Smitley David A. Sundine Patricia Varvel Tracy L Wetherton James E. Yarbrough, Jr. 
Kevin & Pamela C. Savoree Donald D. Snider Donald A. Sutphin Ellie Vasilopoulos Charles 0 . Wey Yogis 
Carolyn V. Saxe Jeanne R. Snyder Brett A. Swallow Ronald K. Vaughan, Jr. Edwin A. Whalin, Jr Patrick A. York 
Raymond A. Scarbrough Paul L Snyder Kelly K. Swallow Sekhar C. Vemparala Bradford L. Wheeler York Bin Co 
Cpt. Khristopher M. Scare! iff Dennis A. Soliday Jacalyn M. Swango Kenneth l. Venzon Jeffrey A. Wheeler DonW. Yost 
Carolyn R. Schaefer Kerl M. Solverson Barbara J. Swanson Stephanie M. Verardi Richard S. Whlghtsll S. Katherine Young 
William A. Schafer C. Roger Sorensen Joy L Swanson Seth H. Verbel David B. White J. David Young. Ill 
Rebecca J. Schatz Kimberly A.. Sonentono Joan E. Swearingen Garyl. Vest Douglas A. White Linda R. Yurek 
Sheryl Scherschllgt Barbra D. Sosamon Shirley s. Swiatek VeldaL Vice Gene J. White David G. Zachow 
Jennifer S. Schissler Timothy D. Spade Christine G. Swim Robert N. Vo<kers L Keith White JiiiLZahara 
Tamara A. Schlitter Paul Spangard Susan J. Swisher Therese M, Viekn linda A. White Mary J. Zeck 
Elizabeth Schmidt Ruth A. Sparkman William B. Swisher Marguerite M. Viken Linda K. White Patricia A. Zehr 
Mary C. Schmidt Andrew J. Sparks James A. Talley, Jr. Susan J. Villanova Mary C. White Elizabeth A. Zeienski 
Tom Schnell Jodi R. Sparlin Zhu·Hong Tang Peggy J. Vise Nicole White Mary E. Zemc:lk 
James R. Schnorf Ramona A. Spears Karen Tannehill Virginia L Vogel Richard A. White MarcLZemel 
Kristen L Schoonover Elizabeth B. Speck Harold E. Tarter Michele M. Vogt Wesley Whiteside Marianne R. Zezellc 
Thomas R. Schrieber Dennis D. Spice John R. Taylor Michelle M. Voight Marjorie Whotfleld Jlanqlang Zhou 
Barbara S. Schroeder Thomas S. Splen Kim A. Taylor Gary J. Voltollna Robert L & luz M. Richard Zommy 
Kenneth C. Schroeder Sharon L Sportsman Cynthia J. Tedrow Mark C. Voss Whottenbarger Martha A. Zimpfer 
Jill L Schuepfer Daniel R. Sprague Charles M. Tenbroeck. Jr. Wachovfa Foundation Daryl L Wieland Phillip M. Zlnn 
Deborah A. Schultz Bill Sprehe Anthony P. Teneyc:k Betty l. Wac:ker CarlL Wiggs Debra l. Zuber 
Norma J. Schultz St. Matthew Evangelical Janet L Terlecki Douglas A. Wade Nadine S. Wilkey Craig W. Zude 
A. Kent Schurg lutheran Church Linda M. Terry Alan L Wagner Marilyn L. Wilkins Charles A. Zueck, Ill 
Paula S. Schwark Teresa S. Stacey Carol A. Terstriep Melissa R. Wagner Cpt. Raymond W. Wille Diane E. Zuhone-Shore 
Gary W. Schwartz Joann M. Stanford Katheryn L Thiel Violet Wahls E. M. Willenborg Janet M. Zwoyer 
Mark A. Schwerman Ronald D. Stanley Gregory S. Thorn Elizabeth A. Waldman William Willenborg 
Mark A. Scobbie Eric S. Stanton Sheila Thomas Mary J. Walker Thomas L Willett 
AnnieLScon Dick Stark Betty J. Thompson James E. Wallace, Jr. Alan R. Williams 
Sollie D. Scott lucySta.rk BradleyW. Thompson Mary B. Wallace Marolyne S. Williams 
Jeffrey G. & Lila Scott Tracy A. Starkey RodneyW. Thompson Roscoe E. Wallace Mary J. Williams 
Richard M. Scott State Farm Companies Erica M. Thornton Stephanie J. Walling Nancy A. Williams 
Carla Seaman Foundation AaronLThum Judson E. Walls Philip M. Williams 
Rebecca J. Seay Edward G. Stautzenbach Ann Prosser Thurn Ronald J. Walls Shelley A. Williams 
leann Seelman Jody K. Stautzenbach Steven F. Thurn Damon T. Walsh Teresa L Williams 
Stephen F. Selcke Chiyuki Stearns lynn M.Tlce Michael H. Wampler Wanda L Williams 
College of Busme 
General http://www.eiu.edu/-lumpkin 
Dean's Office http://www.eiu.edu/-lumpkin/deans-ofc 
Development http://www.eiu.edu/-lcbasdev 
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